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WELCOME LETTER 

Welcome to our team!  

You have joined one of the greatest brands in the world. We are confident you will be an 
important asset to our crew and will help us serve the highest quality food and create great 
experiences for our customers. 

By joining our team, you have opened up a world of opportunities. You’ll learn important life 
skills like time management, the ability to teach and coach others, and the ability to think on 
your feet. We’ll give you a flexible schedule and the opportunity to make friends. Remember 
to ask a manager about taking breaks and getting discounts on food during your shift. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are excited to welcome you 
to our team! 

Sincerely, 

The Albert and Carol Mueller Limited Partnership 

ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK 

This Employee Handbook, hereafter known as “Handbook,” is not a contract or implied 
contract of employment. It does not guarantee employment for any length of time. Its goal is 
to provide guidelines and inform all employees about company policies, procedures, rules, 
and benefits.  

The Albert and Carol Mueller Limited Partnership (hereinafter the “Partnership”) reserves the 
right to cancel, change, or add to any of the guidelines in the Handbook at any time, with or 
without notice. Employment with the Partnership is “at-will” and may be terminated with or 
without cause by either the Partnership or yourself, except as otherwise provided by law. 
Employment at-will may only be changed in writing by the Partnership’s Owners. 

This Handbook replaces any previous handbook and unwritten policies and will help answer 
questions you may have. But, this Handbook is not all-inclusive and will not answer every 
question. If you have specific questions, please let a manager know so that he or she can 
answer them. We believe you will enjoy your work and your fellow employees at the 
Partnership. We also believe you will find this an exciting place to work. 
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We depend on each of you; your success is our success. 

MISSION 

 The Partnership prides itself in providing quality, service, cleanliness, and value to its 
customers: 

Quality Delivering hot, fresh food. If it’s not right, don’t serve it. 

Service Treating customers like special guests. Think like a customer. Provide them with   
  fast, accurate, and friendly service. 

Cleanliness Keeping our restaurants spotlessly clean. A clean restaurant is a safe restaurant. 

Value  Giving customers their money’s worth. Value is the total customer experience. 

YOUR ROLE IN OUR MISSION 

Everyone knows what a smile means anywhere in the world. It’s a universal language. Each 
customer may see you for only a few seconds. And, just that quickly a smile tells them 
something important about you, about us, and about them. It says, “We’re glad you’re here!” 
A customer will never ask “Hey, can I have a smile?”, but we want to give them a smile with 
every order. Smiling is one of the more important things we do, and we try to do it as often as 
possible. 

If a customer is angry or has a concern, be sure to: 

1.   Listen attentively. 
2.   Apologize. 
3.   Fix the problem. 

When someone is angry, they usually need time to calm down before they can really focus on 
what you’re saying. Not all customers are going to be completely satisfied, and they may tell 
you what they think is wrong. Make sure you understand the problem before you respond. Be 
positive in your response. In most cases you can say, “I’m sorry that happened. Thanks for 
bringing this to my attention. We can fix it right away.” Replace any food item that was 
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accidentally spilled or fell on the floor. Also, replace anything that was prepared incorrectly or 
an order that contained the wrong or missing items. 

WHAT WE EXPECT FROM YOU 

We believe you already have the ability to be a great crew member. This list is a reminder of 
our expectations: 

Be on Time  Arrive on-time for your shift. If you are not on-time, other team   
   members will have to cover for you. 

Be Flexible  Every day is different.  Some days, we may need you to fill- in for    
   another crew member or you may be trained on a station you have   
   not worked before. 

Be Polite  Be courteous to others. 

Be Respectful   Treat others with patience and kindness. 

Be Responsible Every job is important. The better you do your job, the easier it is for the   
   whole crew. 

Be Clean and Neat The way you look tells people you care about yourself and about them. 

Be Willing to Learn You can learn something important every day. 

SECTION 1: EMPLOYMENT 

EMPLOYMENT AT-WILL 

 We sincerely hope that your employment relationship with the Partnership will be 
satisfying and mutually beneficial.  Please be advised that your employment relationship with 
the Partnership is at will.  This means that you are entirely free to resign at any time, either with 
or without a reason.  It also means that the Partnership has the very same right as you and can 
terminate your employment at any time with or without cause or advance notice.   

 The at will nature of your employment may be modified or changed only in writing, 
addressed specifically to you, and expressly stating that you are no longer employed  at will.  
Further, only an agreement making this statement, signed by the Partnership’s Owner-
Operator is valid.  No one, including the Owner-Operator, has the authority to make any 
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verbal statements which are legally binding on the Partnership with respect to altering your 
“at will” employment status.  

 Each employee must acknowledge in writing their receipt of these policies and their 
understanding of the fact that the handbook is not intended as either an express or an 
implied contract of employment, and their understanding of the fact that they are employed 
“at-will.” 

EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION COMPLIANCE POLICY 
In compliance with the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 ("IRCA") and any other 
applicable federal, state or local laws, the Partnership is committed to: 
• Employing only those who are authorized to work in the US. 
• Not discriminate on the basis of national origin or citizenship in hiring, recruiting or 

terminating employees.  
Every employee of the Partnership must adhere to all aspects of this policy. Failure to comply 
with IRCA may subject the Partnership and any responsible individuals to civil monetary or 
criminal penalties. Violations of this policy may be grounds for employee discipline, up to and 
including termination of employment. 

 All employees must complete Section 1 of the Form I-9 no later than the first day of 
employment, and must present acceptable documents authorized by the USCIS proving 
identity and employment authorization no later than the third day after starting employment 
with the Partnership.  The I-9 employment eligibility verification process must be completed 
for each new employee within the required time frame. There are no exceptions to this 
requirement. 

 The Partnership may not request more or different documents than are required to 
verify employment eligibility, reject reasonably genuine-looking documents, or specify certain 
documents over others with the purpose or intent of discriminating on the basis of citizenship 
status or national origin. U.S. citizens and all other work-authorized individuals are protected 
from unfair documentary practices. 
 Employees who do not complete the process within the required time frame will be 
terminated immediately. 
 The Partnership prohibits retaliation against applicants or employees who assert their 
rights under the anti-discrimination provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act and/or 
IRCA. 
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OPEN DOOR POLICY 
 In our spirit of willingness to listen, the Partnership believes in an open door policy.  In 
order to have communication, there must be mutual respect.  You are encouraged to see your 
immediate supervisor with suggestions, questions or problems relating to your job or 
feelings of well-being.  Your supervisor’s assistance may involve getting the aid of other 
resource persons.  You also can exercise your privilege of requesting a meeting with the 
Director of Operations or the Owner. 

 Please remember – don’t keep a problem inside.  You can’t reach a solution if no one 
knows about it.  You may use this procedure without fear of reprisal. 

 If you are not entirely satisfied with the resolution, you should bring the matter to the 
attention of Christina Mueller or Carol Mueller, at (570) 586-2255. 

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

 The Partnership is committed to Equal Employment Opportunity for all qualified 
persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, ancestry, genetic information, disability, veteran, and any other 
legally protected status. The Partnership will not tolerate any form of discrimination, including, 
but not limited to, the: 

• hiring, training, placement, assignments, promoting, transferring, demoting, laying off,  
 recalling, and  discharging of  personnel; 
• recruitment, including advertising and solicitation of new employees; 
• treatment of employees, including use of facilities and working conditions; 
• participation in employee benefit programs; and 
•  compensation, including starting rate of pay and increases.        

 The Partnership will make reasonable accommodations for qualified individuals with 
known disabilities upon request, unless doing so would result in undue hardship on the 
Partnership. Any questions or concerns regarding the Partnership’s Equal Employment 
Opportunity policy may be addressed by an Assistant Manager, Restaurant Manager, 
Restaurant Supervisor, or Christina Mueller or Carol Mueller.  If you need the name or phone 
extension for your Supervisor, please call the Office Manager at (570) 586-2255, extension 7. 
Christina Mueller and Carol Mueller can be reached at (570) 586-2255. 

If you are found to be engaging in any type of discrimination, you will be subject to disciplinary 
action up to and including termination of employment.  
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AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT ACCOMMODATION 

 The Partnership makes every effort to ensure that qualified individuals with a disability, 
including pregnancy, are not discriminated against with respect to the terms, conditions, or 
privileges of employment.  the Partnership complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA), as amended by the ADA Amendments Act, and all applicable state or local law. Under 
certain circumstances, these laws require employers to provide reasonable accommodations 
to qualified individuals with disabilities in various aspects of their employment.  

 Any employee or applicant who requires an accommodation to perform the essential 
functions of the job should contact the Store Manager, Supervisor, or Owner/Operator and 
request an accommodation.  Once the Partnership is aware of the request for an 
accommodation, the Partnership will engage in an interactive process to determine what 
limitation(s) may prevent the employee from performing the job, and identify possible 
accommodations that may resolve the limitation(s), thereby enabling the applicant or 
employee to perform the essential functions of the job.  If the Partnership and employee, 
through the interactive process, can identify accommodation(s) that are reasonable and do 
not impose undue hardship on the Partnership and do not present a possible direct threat to 
the health or safety of others in the workplace or to the individual, the accommodation will be 
granted.  The interactive process described in this policy is a collaborative process. An 
employee seeking an accommodation shall cooperate with the Partnership’s requests.  

 Consistent with these requirements the Partnership will reasonably accommodate 
qualified individuals with a disability (including pregnancy) if such accommodation would 
allow the individual to perform the essential functions of the job, unless doing so would 
create an undue hardship.  

  
NON-DISCRIMINATION & HARASSMENT POLICY 

  
NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY 
The Partnership strictly prohibits and does not tolerate discrimination against employees, 
applicants, customers, suppliers, vendors, consultants, or any other persons because of race, 
color, religion, creed, national origin or ancestry, ethnicity, sex, sexual orientation, gender 
(including gender nonconformity and status as a transgender or transsexual individual), 
pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions, age, physical or mental disability, 
citizenship, past, current or prospective service in the uniformed services, genetic 
information, or any other characteristic protected under applicable federal, state or local law.  
  
UNLAWFUL HARASSMENT 
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The Partnership strictly prohibits and does not tolerate unlawful harassment against 
employees, applicants, customers, suppliers, vendors, consultants, or any other persons 
because of any of the protected categories mentioned above, or any other characteristic 
protected under applicable federal, state or local law. The Partnership’s anti-harassment 
policy applies to the workplace and to employer-sponsored events. This policy also applies to 
off-the-clock digital (online) and phone (including texts and calls) communications between 
employees.  

Offensive, harassing or discriminatory content will not be tolerated.  Content that is 
considered offensive includes, but is not limited to, any message which contains sexual 
implications, racial or gender slurs,  or any other statement that offensively addresses 
someone’s age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identification, pregnancy status, marital status, 
religious or political beliefs, ancestry, national origin, citizenship or disability. 
  
Prohibited conduct includes, but is not limited to: 
•Physical harassment (for example, assault or inappropriate physical contact). 
•Verbal harassment (for example, epithets, derogatory statements, slurs, sexually-related 
comments or jokes, unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors). 
•Non-verbal/visual harassment (for example, displaying sexually suggestive posters cartoons 
or drawings, sending inappropriate adult-themed gifts, leering or making sexual gestures). 

All Partnership employees, other workers and representatives, including vendors, customers, 
and other restaurant visitors are prohibited from harassing employees based on that 
individual's sex, or gender (including pregnancy and status as a transgender or transsexual 
individual) and regardless of the harasser's sex or gender. 
  
Sexual harassment means any harassment based on someone's sex or gender. It includes 
harassment that is not sexual in nature (for example, offensive remarks about an individual's 
sex or gender), as well as any unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors or any 
other conduct of a sexual nature, or unwanted repeated amorous advances, when any of the 
following is true: 
•Submission to the advance, request or conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term 
or condition of employment. 
•Submission to or rejection of the advance, request or conduct is used as a basis for 
employment decisions. 
•Such advances, requests or conduct have the purpose or effect of substantially or 
unreasonably interfering with an employee's work performance by creating an intimidating, 
hostile or offensive work environment.  

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE 
The Partnership is committed to enforcing these policies. However, the effectiveness of our 
efforts depends largely on individuals telling us about inappropriate workplace conduct. If 
you feel as though you have been subjected to any conduct that you believe violates these 
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non-discrimination, harassment, or retaliation policies, you must promptly contact your 
restaurant’s General Manager. If you have not received a satisfactory response after reporting 
any incident of what you perceive to be discriminatory conduct, please immediately contact 
the Owner-Operator at (570) 586-2255. These individuals will ensure that a prompt and 
thorough investigation is conducted. In addition, these individuals will promptly and 
thoroughly investigate any complaint by an applicant, customer, vendor or any other person.    
 We also strongly encourage employees to raise concerns or complaints about any 
possible violations of the above discrimination policy, even if the concern or complaint is not 
about the individual employee themselves. Informing our management team about possible 
violations of our policy helps us eliminate any offensive or uncomfortable behavior, which is 
crucial to maintaining a positive working environment. 
  

NO RETALIATION 
the Partnership strictly prohibits and does not tolerate unlawful retaliation against any 
employee by any employee. All forms of unlawful retaliation are prohibited, including any 
form of discipline, reprisal, intimidation, reduction in pay, hours, or favorable work 
assignments, or other form of retaliation for participating in any activity protected by law. 
Examples of protected activities include: 
•Lodging a good faith internal complaint (written or oral) with human resources or 
management specifically opposing unlawful discrimination or harassment, or complaining 
about violations of wage and hour law (for example, if an employee believes he has been 
sexually harassed or not paid overtime he is owed). 
•Filing a good faith complaint of unlawful discrimination or harassment with the US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) or any similar state or local agency, or in court. 
•Participating in the Partnership’s internal investigation into allegations of discrimination or 
harassment. 
•Supporting another employee's internal or administrative complaint of unlawful 
discrimination or harassment (by, for example, testifying or providing an affidavit in support of 
a co-worker who has filed a discrimination complaint with the EEOC). 
•Requesting an accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act or state anti-
discrimination statutes. 
•Requesting or taking leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act or filing workers 
compensation claims. 
The examples above are illustrative only, and not exhaustive. No form of retaliation for any 
protected activity will be tolerated.  If you feel like you are being punished or treated poorly 
after you have made a complaint, please reach out immediately to your store manager, 
supervisor, or the Owner/Operator. 

ZERO TOLERANCE 
Any employee, regardless of position or title, whom the Partnership determines has engaged 
in discriminatory, harassing, or retaliatory conduct in violation of this policy, will be subject to 
discipline, up to and including termination of employment. If our investigation confirms that a 
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policy has been violated or that inappropriate conduct has occurred, we will take immediate 
corrective action that is proportional to the violation. Correction may include termination, 
reassignment to another location, changes in reporting relationships, training, coaching, 
counseling, or other measures deemed appropriate under the circumstances.  

ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY OF THE PARTNERSHIP REGARDING EMPLOYEE TREATMENT 
OF CUSTOMERS, SUPPLIERS AND VENDORS 

The employees of the Partnership are prohibited from discriminating against or harassing 
customers, suppliers and vendors, based on race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, 
disability, sexual orientation, or any other unlawful reason, both during work-related activities 
and at Partnership-sponsored training or functions. Management employees who witness or 
receive reports of discriminatory or harassing behavior are required to take appropriate 
action, including immediately reporting such behavior to his or her Supervisor, the Human 
Resource representative or directly to the Owner/Operator. Any employee who receives a 
complaint of discrimination from a customer, supplier or vendor must bring the complaint to 
the attention of his/her manager immediately. These individuals will ensure that a prompt and 
thorough investigation is conducted.   

DATING, NEPOTISM AND FRATERNIZATION 
  
While we understand and respect employees’ needs to develop personal relationships at 
work, the following rules apply in order to avoid workplace conduct that may negatively 
impact the work environment. 
  
DATING OR ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS  
Employees who have a direct or indirect reporting relationship to each other are prohibited 
from dating.  “Dating” means being involved in any kind of romantic or intimate relationship, 
and includes, but is not limited to, any sexual relationship or encounter. 

NEPOTISM 
Claims of favoritism, a conflict of interest, or problems with supervision, safety, security, or 
morale may exist when relatives have a direct or indirect reporting relationship to each other.  
As a result, nepotism is prohibited in the restaurant.  Generally, relatives may not have a direct 
or indirect reporting relationship to each other.  Any exceptions to this policy to minimize the 
problems of supervision, safety, security, or morale can only be made by the Area Supervisor, 
Director of Operations, or the Owner.   

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT AND CREW EMPLOYEES 
Managers are prohibited from taking any action which would compromise their ability to 
effectively supervise and/or discipline the employees under their direction.  In addition, the 
Partnership prohibits managers from purchasing alcohol for any underage crew members, 
and for any crew members who work in the same restaurant.  
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EMPLOYEE OBLIGATIONS: 
*Any employee who enters into or plans to enter into a dating or romantic relationship that 
violates this policy must advise his/her General Manager immediately. 
*Relatives who experience a change in employment status and find themselves in a direct or 
indirect reporting relationship to each other must advise the Area Supervisor, Director of 
Operations, or the Owner immediately. 
*In order to address a violation of this policy and to minimize problems of supervision, safety, 
security, or morale, the Partnership may take such steps as it deems reasonable and 
appropriate to correct the violation, including but not limited to transferring or reassigning 
one or both of the employees involved, demoting the management level employee, or 
terminating the management level employee. 

RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATION POLICY 

Mueller Family McDonald’s respects the religious beliefs and practices of all employees and 
will make, on request, an accommodation for such observances when a reasonable 
accommodation is available that does not create an undue hardship on the company’s 
business. 
Requesting a Religious Accommodation 
An employee whose religious beliefs or practices conflict with his or her job, work schedule, 
or with Mueller Family McDonald’s policy or practice on dress and appearance, or with other 
aspects of employment, and who seeks a religious accommodation must submit a written 
request for the accommodation to his or her General Manager. The written request will 
include the type of religious conflict that exists and the employee’s suggested 
accommodation. 

Providing Religious Accommodation 
The Owner/Operator will evaluate the request considering whether a work conflict exists due 
to a sincerely held religious belief or practice and whether an accommodation is available 
that is reasonable and that would not create an undue hardship on Mueller Family 
McDonald’s business. An accommodation may be a change in job, using paid leave or leave 
without pay, allowing an exception to the dress and appearance code that does not affect 
safety requirements, or for other aspects of employment. Depending on the type of conflict 
and suggested accommodation, the supervisor may confer with his or her manager and with 
the human resource director. 
The supervisor and employee will meet to discuss the request and decision on an 
accommodation. If the employee accepts the proposed religious accommodation, the 
immediate supervisor will implement the decision. If the employee rejects the proposed 
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accommodation, he or she may appeal following the company’s general grievance policy and 
procedure.

CONFIDENTIALITY 

The Partnership’s confidential and proprietary information is vital to its current operations and 
future success.  Each employee should use all reasonable care to protect or otherwise 
prevent the unauthorized disclosure of such information. 

In no event should employees disclose or reveal confidential information within or outside 
the Partnership without proper authorization or purpose.  Employees who improperly use or 
disclose the Partnership’s confidential and/or proprietary information may be subject to 
discipline, up to and including termination of employment. 

Confidential or proprietary information includes, but is not limited to, non-public information 
regarding the Partnership’s business methods and plans, databases, systems, technology, 
know-how, marketing plans, business development, products, services, financial statements, 
financial projections, financing methods, pricing strategies, customer sources, employee 
health/medical records, system designs, customer lists and methods of competing.  

SECTION 2: EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND RECORDS 

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES  

There are two main classifications of crew members at the Partnership:  

Full-time employees 
Full-time employees are regular employees who work a normal workweek (at least 32 hours) a 
week on a regularly scheduled basis. 

Part-time employees 
Part-time employees work less than a normal workweek, on either a regularly scheduled basis 
or on an irregular basis. Part-time employees may be paid by salary or hourly as determined at 
time of hire. A part-time employee is not eligible for benefits described in this Manual, except 
as granted to the extent required by provision of state and federal laws. 
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Exemption Status 
In addition to the preceding categories, employees are also categorized as "exempt" or "non- 
exempt." NON-EXEMPT EMPLOYEES are entitled to overtime pay as required by applicable 
federal and state law. EXEMPT EMPLOYEES are not entitled to overtime pay and are not 
subject to certain deductions to their salary under the Partnership’s policies. 

Upon hire, your supervisor will notify you of your employment classification. You will also be 
notified if your employment status changes. 

JOB DUTIES 
During the introductory period, your manager will explain your job responsibilities and the 
performance standards expected of you.  Be aware that your job responsibilities may change 
at any time during your employment.  From time to time, you may be asked to work on 
special projects, or to assist with other work necessary or important to the operation of your 
department.  Your cooperation and assistance in performing such additional work is 
expected.   

The Partnership reserves the right, at any time, with or without notice, to alter or change job 
responsibilities, reassign or transfer job positions, or assign additional job responsibilities.   
Personnel Changes: 

If you have a change in any of the following items, please notify a manager as soon as 
possible: 

• Name 
• Address 
• Telephone number 
• Emergency Contact 
• Availability 
• Number of dependents 
• Marital status 
• Beneficiary Change 
• Military or draft status 

Coverage or benefits that you and your family may receive from the Partnership can be 
affected if the above information is incorrect 

TERMINATIONS 
If you decide to leave your employment with the Partnership, we ask that you give at least two 
weeks’ notice.  This will give us the opportunity to make the necessary adjustments in our 
operation.  Terminated employees, either voluntary or involuntary, must return all Partnership-
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owned property (e.g. computers, vehicles, keys, passwords, uniforms, identification badges, 
credit cards) at the time of termination. 

Terminated employees are entitled to all wages earned during their employment.  All 
terminated employees will be paid in accordance with state and federal laws.   

SECTION 3: COMPENSATION 

TIMEKEEPING GUIDELINES 

Your management team is committed to treating you fairly and with respect.  We want to 
ensure that you are paid for all hours worked, and that our pay practices comply in all 
respects with all state, federal and local laws.  This means that you are entitled to be paid for 
all time worked, including any overtime.  You must always be punched in when you are 
working.  Working off the clock is never permitted.  If for any reason, you have not been paid 
for all hours that you have worked, you should immediately contact your General/Restaurant 
Manager, or your Owner/Operator and they will assist you in receiving pay for all hours 
worked.   

To make sure that you get paid for all hours that you work, you must clock in before you begin 
any work and you must clock out only when you have finished all of your work for the day.  Do 
not punch out until your last task is completed.  Because it is important that you receive pay 
for all hours that you work, you must never punch in or out for anyone else and you must 
never let anyone punch in or out for you.   

We all know that mistakes can happen clocking in and out.  It is important to correct any 
mistakes that occur as quickly as possible.  Therefore, if you notice that you made a mistake in 
clocking in or clocking out, or if you notice any other mistakes in your paycheck or on your 
time punch report as to the hours that you work or the pay you received, please contact your 
manager immediately.  We will then work with you to ensure that you get paid for all hours 
you worked. 

A member of your management team may also notify you if he/she believes there has been 
an error in recording your time.  It is important that you understand the change your manager 
wants to make and that you agree with your manager before correcting your time record.  
You may be required to sign any payroll report as requested by your manager, indicating you 
understand and agree with the correction made.   

If, after discussion, you and your manager cannot agree as to what change should be made to 
correct your time records, then you should call your General Manager so that the issue can be 
resolved promptly.  If you are still unhappy with the resolution, then you should bring it to the 
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attention of your Owner/Operator as soon as possible so that the issue can be resolved and 
you can receive all of the pay you have earned without any delay. 

We take seriously our obligation to pay you for all hours that you work and to follow all legal 
requirements with regard to meal and rest breaks. 

If you believe at any time that a manager is not living up to those obligations, please bring it 
to the attention of your General Manager, or your Owner/Operator as soon as possible so 
that we can rectify the situation quickly. 

OVERTIME 
As necessary, employees may be required to work overtime.  A supervisor must previously 
authorize all overtime work.  The Partnership provides compensation for all overtime hours 
worked by non-exempt employees in accordance with state and federal law.  

For overtime purposes for non-exempt employees, the workday begins at 12:01 a.m. and 
ends at midnight.  The workweek begins at 12:01 a.m. Sunday and ends at midnight the 
following Saturday for all employees. 

Exempt employees are expected to work as much of each work day as is necessary to 
complete their job responsibilities.  No overtime or additional compensation is provided to 
exempt employees. 

PAYDAY 
Crew members can receive their pay via (1) paper check or (2) direct payroll deposit. 
Crew members are paid on a bi-weekly basis every other Friday afternoon. Ask a manager for 
the approximate time of delivery. Changes will be made and announced in advance if holidays 
or restaurant closings interfere with the normal payday. 

If you elect a paper check, your first and last paychecks may be picked up at your restaurant 
location.  No one other than the employee to whom the check is written will be allowed to 
pick up a paycheck unless the employee had given written authorization for another person 
to pick up his or her check. 

The Partnership does not permit advances against paychecks or against accrued vacations. 
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OVERTIME PAY 

From time to time, it may be necessary for you to perform overtime work. If you work more 
than 40 hours in a work week, you will be paid at time and a half for any time worked beyond 
forty hours. 

All overtime must be approved in advance by the Assistant Manager, Restaurant Manager, or 
Restaurant Supervisor.  

HEALTH INSURANCE 

Full-time employees are eligible to enroll in health, life, vision, and dental insurance through 
our Geisinger Health Plan after 30 days of employment. After the 30 days, employees will 
need to wait until Open Enrollment or enroll within 30 days of a qualifying life event (such as 
marriage). The employee covers 70% of the cost, and the company covers 30%. Costs are 
deducted each payroll. 

Enrolled employees are automatically enrolled in telemedicine using Swift M.D. Employees 
can call a 1800 number and set up a video appointment at no cost. The telemedicine doctors 
can even prescribe medications at your local pharmacy.  

We also offer dental, vision, life, and disability insurance policies. For more information, 
please contact our office at (570)586-2255. 

RETIREMENT PLANNING 

After your first year of employment, employees who have worked 1000 hours or more and 
are 21+ years old are eligible for our optional 401k program through John Hancock. We 
provide 100% company match for the first 3% of each paycheck an employee contributes. We 
also provide 50% company match for any employee contributions between 3-5%. Enrollment 
periods are in January and July each year. 

ERROR IN PAY 

Every effort is made to avoid errors in your pay. If you believe there is an error, please contact 
your Restaurant Manager immediately. He or she will take the necessary steps to research the 
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problem and work with the Partnership to assure that any necessary correction(s) is (are) made 
properly and promptly. 

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 

The following mandatory deductions will be made from every employee’s gross wages: 

• Federal income tax; 
• Social Security tax; and  
• Any applicable state or city taxes. 

These deductions will be itemized on your pay stub. Any employee, who believes that his or 
her deductions are incorrect for any pay period, should consult with his or her Restaurant 
Manager.  

Other deductions, such as your portion of group insurance premiums not paid by the 
Partnership also are deducted each pay period.  

Every employee will receive an annual wage and Tax Statement, IRS Form W-2, for the 
preceding year on or before January 31.  

PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEWS 

The Partnership reviews crew members’ performance at least yearly. Reviews may be 
conducted more frequently for new crew members. A performance review is not always a 
wage review. Wage increases are given at the sole discretion of management. 
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SECTION 4: LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

There are times when you need time off from work.  We try to respect and accommodate 
employees’ needs; however a request for time off work may not always be approved.  Not all 
requests for time off can be approved or be excused.  If a need for a time-off arrives, you 
must obtain approval in advance from your manager.  You must also follow our policies and 
practices regarding absences. 

FAMILY AND MEDICAL  LEAVE 

The Partnership will grant family and medical leave in accordance with the requirements of 
applicable state and federal law in effect at the time the leave is granted.  Although the 
federal and state laws sometimes have different names, the Partnership refers to these types 
of leaves collectively as “FMLA Leave.”  In any case, employees will be eligible for the most 
generous benefits available under applicable law. 

Employee Eligibility 
To be eligible for FMLA Leave benefits, you must: (1) have worked for the Partnership for a 
total of at least 12 months; (2) have worked at least 1,250 hours over the previous 12 months 
as of the start of the leave; and (3) work at a location where at least 50 employees are 
employed by the Partnership within 75 miles, as of the date the leave is requested.  Eligibility 
requirements may differ for employees who have been on a protected military leave of 
absence.  If employees are unsure whether they qualify, they should contact a manager. 

Reasons for Leave 
State and federal laws allow FMLA Leave for various reasons.  Because an employee’s rights 
and obligations may vary depending upon the reason for the FMLA Leave, it is important to 
identify the purpose or reason for the leave.  FMLA Leave may be used for one of the 
following reasons, in addition to any reason covered by an applicable state family/medical 
leave law:  
●the birth, adoption, or foster care of an employee's child within 12 months following birth or 
placement of the child (“Bonding Leave”);  
●to care for an immediate family member (spouse, child, or parent with a serious health 
condition (“Family Care Leave”);  
●an employee’s inability to work because of a serious health condition (“Serious Health 
Condition Leave”); 
●a “qualifying exigency,” as defined under the FMLA, arising from a spouse’s, child’s, or 
parent’s “covered active duty” (as defined below) as a member of the military reserves, 
National Guard or Armed Forces (“Military Emergency Leave”); or  
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●to care for a spouse, child, parent or next of kin (nearest blood relative) who is a “Covered 
Service member,” as defined below (“Military Caregiver Leave”).  

Definitions 

“Child,” for purposes of Bonding Leave and Family Care Leave, means a biological, adopted, 
or foster child, a stepchild, a legal ward, or a child of a person standing in loco parentis, who 
is either under age 18, or age 18 or older and incapable of self-care because of a mental or 
physical disability at the time that Family and Medical Leave is to commence.  “Child,” for 
purposes of Military Emergency Leave and Military Caregiver Leave, means a biological, 
adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the person stood in loco 
parentis, and who is of any age.  
“Parent,” for purposes of this policy, means a biological, adoptive, step or foster father or 
mother, or any other individual who stood in loco parentis to the person. This term does not 
include parents “in law.”  “Parent,” for purposes of Military Emergency Leave, means taken to 
provide care to a parent of a military member, the parent must be incapable of self-care, as 
defined by the FMLA. 
“Covered Active Duty” means (1) in the case of a member of a regular component of the 
Armed Forces, duty during the deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a 
foreign country; and (2) in the case of a member of a reserve component of the Armed 
Forces, duty during the deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign 
country under a call or order to active duty (or notification of an impending call or order to 
active duty) in support of a contingency operation as defined by applicable law. 
“Covered Service member” means (1) a member of the Armed Forces, including a member 
of a reserve component of the Armed Forces, who is undergoing medical treatment, 
recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary 
disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness incurred or aggravated in the line of duty 
while on active duty that may render the individual medically unfit to perform his or her 
military duties, or (2) a person who, during the five (5) years prior to the treatment 
necessitating the leave, served in the active military, Naval, or Air Service, and who was 
discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable (a “veteran” as 
defined by the Department of Veteran Affairs), and who has a qualifying injury or illness 
incurred or aggravated in the line of duty while on active duty that manifested itself before or 
after the member became a veteran. For purposes of determining the five-year period for 
covered veteran status, the period between October 28, 2009 and March 8, 2013 is excluded.  
“Spouse” means the other person with whom an individual entered into marriage as defined 
or recognized under state law for purposes of marriage in the state in which the marriage was 
entered into, or, in the case of a marriage entered into outside of any state, if the marriage is 
valid in the place where entered into and could have been entered into in at least one State.  
This includes common law marriage and same sex marriage in places where these marriages 
are recognized. 
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“Key employee” means a salaried FMLA-eligible employee who is among the highest paid 
10 percent of all the employees employed by the employer within 75 miles of the employee's 
worksite. 

Length of Leave 
The maximum amount of FMLA Leave will be twelve (12) workweeks in any 12-month period 
when the leave is taken for: (1) Bonding Leave; (2) Family Care Leave; (3) Serious Health 
Condition Leave; and/or (4) Military Emergency Leave. However, if both spouses work for the 
Partnership and are eligible for leave under this policy, the spouses will be limited to a total of 
12 workweeks off between the two of them when the leave is for Bonding Leave or to care for 
a parent using Family Care Leave.  A 12-month period begins on the date of your first use of 
FMLA Leave. Successive 12-month periods commence on the date of your first use of such 
leave after the preceding 12-month period has ended.  

The maximum amount of FMLA Leave for an employee wishing to take Military Caregiver 
Leave will be a combined leave total of twenty-six (26) workweeks in a single 12-month 
period.  A “single 12-month period” begins on the date of your first use of such leave and 
ends 12 months after that date. If both spouses work for the Partnership and are eligible for 
leave under this policy, the spouses will be limited to a total of 26 workweeks off between the 
two when the leave is for Military Caregiver Leave only or is for a combination of Military 
Caregiver Leave, Military Emergency Leave, Bonding Leave, and/or Family Care Leave taken 
to care for a parent. 

To the extent required by law, some extensions to leave beyond an employee’s FMLA 
entitlement may be granted when the leave is necessitated by an employee's work-related 
injury or illness or by a “disability” as defined under the Americans with Disabilities Act and/or 
applicable state or local law.  Certain restrictions on these benefits may apply. 
Intermittent or Reduced Schedule Leave 

Under some circumstances, employees may take FMLA Leave intermittently, which means 
taking leave in blocks of time, or by reducing the employee’s normal weekly or daily work 
schedule.  An employee may take leave intermittently whenever it is medically necessary to 
care for a seriously ill family member, or because the employee is seriously ill and unable to 
work.  Leave due to military exigencies may also be taken on an intermittent basis. 
Leave taken intermittently may be taken in increments of no less than one hour. Employees 
who take leave intermittently or on a reduced work schedule basis for a planned medical 
treatment must make a reasonable effort to schedule the leave so as not to unduly disrupt the 
Partnership’s operations.  Please contact your manager prior to scheduling planned medical 
treatment.  If FMLA Leave is taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule basis due to 
foreseeable planned medical treatment, we may require employees to transfer temporarily to 
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an available alternative position with an equivalent pay rate and benefits, including a part-
time position, to better accommodate recurring periods of leave. 
If employees have been approved for intermittent leave and they request leave time that is 
unforeseeable, they must specifically reference either the qualifying reason for leave or the 
need for FMLA leave at the time they provide notice of their absence. 
If an employee’s request for intermittent leave is approved, the Partnership may later require 
employees to obtain recertification of their need for leave.  For example, the Partnership may 
request recertification if it receives information that casts doubt on an employee's report that 
an absence qualifies for FMLA Leave. 

Notice and Certification – Bonding, Family Care, Serious Health Condition, and Military 
Caregiver Leave Requirements 
Employees are required to provide: 
1.When the need for the leave is foreseeable, 30 days advance notice or such notice as is 
both possible and practical if the leave must begin in less than 30 days (normally this would 
be the same day the employee becomes aware of the need for leave or the next business 
day); 
2.When the need for leave is not foreseeable, notice within the time prescribed by the 
Partnership’s normal absence reporting policy, unless unusual circumstances prevent 
compliance, in which case notice is required as soon as is otherwise possible and practical; 
3.When the leave relates to medical issues, a completed Certification of Health-Care Provider 
form within 15 calendar days (for Military Caregiver Leave, an invitational travel order or 
invitational travel authorization may be submitted in lieu of a Certification of Health-Care 
Provider form); 
4.Periodic recertification (if required by law); and 
5.Periodic reports during the leave. 
Certification forms are available from a manager. At the Partnership’s expense, the Partnership 
may also require a second or third medical opinion regarding your own serious health 
condition or the serious health condition of your family member. In some cases, the 
Partnership may require a second or third opinion regarding the injury or illness of a 
“Covered Service member.” Employees are expected to cooperate with the Partnership in 
obtaining additional medical opinions that the Partnership may require. 
When leave is for planned medical treatment, you must try to schedule treatment so as not to 
unduly disrupt the Partnership’s operation.  Please contact a manager prior to scheduling 
planned medical treatment. 
 
Recertification after Grant of Leave 
In addition to the requirements listed above, if your Family and Medical Leave is certified, the 
Partnership may later require medical recertification in connection with an absence that you 
report as qualifying for Family and Medical Leave.  For example, the Partnership may request 
recertification if:  (1) the employee requests an extension of leave; (2) the circumstances of 
the employee’s condition as described by the previous certification change significantly (e.g., 
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your absences deviate from the duration or frequency set forth in the previous certification; 
your condition becomes more severe than indicated in the original certification; you 
encounter complications); or (3) the Partnership receives information that casts doubt upon 
your stated reason for the absence. In addition, the Partnership may request recertification in 
connection with an absence after six months have passed since your original certification, 
regardless of the estimated duration of the serious health condition necessitating the need 
for leave.  Any recertification requested by the Partnership shall be at the employee’s 
expense. 

Military Emergency Leave Requirements 
Employees are required to provide:  
●As much advance notice as is reasonable and practicable under the circumstances; 
●A copy of the covered service member’s active duty orders when the employee requests 
leave and/or documentation (such as Rest and Recuperation leave orders) issued by the 
military setting forth the dates of the service member’s leave; and 
●A completed Certification of Qualifying Exigency form within 15 calendar days, unless 
unusual circumstances exist to justify providing the form at a later date. 

Certification forms are available from a manager. 

Failure to Provide Certification and to Return from Leave 
Absent unusual circumstances, failure to comply with these notice and certification 
requirements may result in a delay or denial of the leave.  If you fail to return to work at your 
leave’s expiration and have not obtained an extension of the leave, the Partnership may 
presume that you do not plan to return to work and have voluntarily terminated your 
employment. 

Compensation During Leave 
Generally, FMLA Leave is unpaid.  However, you may be eligible to receive benefits through 
state-sponsored programs or the Partnership’s sponsored wage-replacement benefit 
programs, if any.  Employees may also choose to use accrued vacation and sick leave, to the 
extent permitted by law and the Partnership’s policy.  All payments of wage-replacement 
benefits and accrued paid leave will be integrated so that employees will receive no greater 
compensation than their regular compensation during this period the Partnership may 
require employees to use accrued vacation and sick leave to cover some or all of the FMLA 
Leave.  The use of paid benefits will not extend the length of a FMLA Leave. 
Unless permissible under state law, employees are prohibited from working for someone else 
while on the Partnership’s payroll during our core business hours; or any hours that might 
interfere with an employee's ability to get work done for the Partnership. 
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Benefits During Leave 
The Partnership will continue making contributions for your group health benefits during your 
leave on the same terms as if you had continued to work.  This means that if you want your 
benefits coverage to continue during your leave, you must also continue to make any 
premium payments that you are now required to make for yourself or your dependents.  
Employees taking Bonding Leave, Family Care Leave, Serious Health Condition Leave, and 
Military Emergency Leave will generally be provided with group health benefits for a 12 
workweek period.  Employees taking Military Caregiver Leave may be eligible to receive 
group health benefits coverage for up to a maximum of 26 workweeks.  In some instances, 
the Partnership may recover premiums it paid to maintain health coverage if you fail to return 
to work following a FMLA Leave. Your length of service as of the leave will remain intact, and 
accrued benefits such as time off will accrue while on an unpaid FMLA Leave.  

Job Reinstatement 
Under most circumstances, you will be reinstated to the same position held at the time of the 
leave or to an equivalent position with equivalent pay, benefits, and other employment terms 
and conditions.  However, you have no greater right to reinstatement than if you had been 
continuously employed rather than on leave.  For example, if you would have been laid off 
had you not gone on leave, or if your position has been eliminated during the leave, then you 
will not be entitled to reinstatement. 

Prior to being allowed to return to work, an employee wishing to return from a Serious Health 
Condition Leave must submit an acceptable release from a health care provider that certifies 
the employee can return to work.  For an employee on intermittent FMLA leave, such a 
release may be required if reasonable safety concerns exist regarding the employee’s ability 
to perform his or her duties, based on the serious health condition for which the employee 
took the intermittent leave.  

Key employees may be subject to reinstatement limitations in some circumstances.  If you are 
a “key employee,” you will be notified of the possible limitations on reinstatement at the time 
you request a leave of absence. 

Confidentiality 
Documents relating to medical certifications, recertifications, or medical histories of 
employees or employees’ family members will be maintained separately and treated as 
confidential medical records, except that in some legally recognized circumstances, the 
records (or information in them) may be disclosed to managers, first aid and safety personnel 
or government officials. 

Fraudulent Use of FMLA Prohibited 
An employee who fraudulently obtains Family and Medical Leave from the Partnership is not 
protected by FMLA’s job restoration or maintenance of health benefits provisions.  In 
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addition, the Partnership will take all available appropriate disciplinary action against such 
employee due to such fraud. 

Nondiscrimination 
The Partnership takes its FMLA obligations very seriously and will not interfere, restrain, or 
deny the exercise of any rights provided by the FMLA.  We will not terminate or discriminate 
against any individual for opposing any practice, or because of involvement in any 
proceeding related to the FMLA.  If an employee believes that his or her FMLA rights have 
been violated in any way, he or she should immediately report the matter to Human 
Resources. 

Additional Information 
A Notice to Employees of Rights Under FMLA (WHD Publication 1420) is attached to this 
Handbook. Employees should contact a manager as to any FMLA questions they may have. 

MILITARY LEAVE 

Both state and federal law provide employees with the right to take leave in order to serve in 
the military.  At the federal level, military leave rights are governed by the Uniformed Services 
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act, commonly referred to as USERRA.  This policy 
discusses military leave under USERRA.  USERRA establishes a “floor” for employees’ rights 
with respect to military leaves. States may provide an employee with greater or additional 
rights with respect to military leaves than those under USERRA.  If the employee works in a 
state that provides rights greater than those provided under USERRA, the Partnership will 
provide those rights.  If an employee plans to request leave based on military service, he or 
she should contact a manager for information on any additional rights or requirements, if 
applicable, under state law. 

Eligibility for Leave 
The Partnership provides unpaid military leaves of absence to employees who serve in the 
uniformed services as required by USERRA and applicable state laws.  The uniformed services 
are defined as the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, Coast Guard, Army National Guard, 
Air National Guard, Commissioned Corps of the Public Health Service and any other category 
of persons designated by the President of the United States in time of war or national 
emergency.  The uniformed services also include participants in the National Disaster Medical 
System when activated to provide assistance in response to a public health emergency, to be 
present for a short period of time when there is a risk of a public health emergency, or when 
they are participants in authorized training.  

Service consists of performing any of the following on a voluntary or involuntary basis: active 
duty, active duty for training, initial active duty, inactive duty training, full time National Guard 
duty, absence from work for an examination to determine fitness for such duty, and absence 
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for performing funeral honors duty.  Total military leave time may not exceed five years during 
employment, except in certain, defined circumstances. 

Notice of Leave 
Advance notice of leave is required, preferably in writing, unless giving of notice is 
impossible or unreasonable, or notice is prohibited by military necessity (which is defined by 
the United States Department of Defense).  When notice is required, employees must provide 
their manager with as much advance notice as possible of any anticipated leave of absence 
for military service. 

Compensation and Benefits During Leave 
Accrued, unused time off will be paid during military leave at the employee’s request. After 
30 days of continuous military leave, employees may elect to continue their health plan 
coverage at their own expense, for up to 24 months or during the remaining period of 
service, whichever is shorter. 
 
Reinstatement 
In order to be eligible for reinstatement, an employee must have provided advance notice of 
the need for military leave (where required) and have completed his or her service on a basis 
that is not dishonorable or otherwise prohibited under USERRA. Employees whose military 
service is less than 31 days must report to back to work at the beginning of the first full, 
regularly scheduled work day following completion of service, after allowing for a period of 
safe travel home and 8 hours of rest. Employees whose military service is more than 30 days, 
but less than 181 days must apply for reemployment within 14 days after completing service.  
Employees whose service is greater than 180 days must apply for reemployment within 90 
days after completing service. 

As with other leaves of absence, failure to return to work or to reapply within applicable time 
limits may result in loss of reemployment rights.  Full details regarding reinstatement are 
available from Human Resources. In general, an employee returning from military leave will 
be reemployed in the position and seniority level that the employee would have attained had 
there been no military leave of absence.  If necessary, the Partnership will provide training to 
assist the employee in the transition back to the workforce. 

Any time off benefits do not continue to accrue during a military leave of absence. An 
employee returning from military leave is entitled to any unused, accrued time off benefits 
the employee had at the time the military leave began minus any time off benefits the 
employee chose to use during the leave.  Upon reinstatement, the employee will begin to 
accrue time off benefits at the rate he or she would have attained if no military leave had 
been taken. 
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SECTION 5: WORK CONDITIONS AND HOURS 

LACTATION BREAKS 

The Partnership will provide reasonable break time to accommodate an employee's need to 
express breast milk for the employee's nursing child for one year after the child’s birth. The 
break time should, if possible, be taken concurrently with other break periods already 
provided. Non-exempt employees should clock out for any time taken that does not run 
concurrently with normally scheduled rest periods, and such time generally will be unpaid, 
unless otherwise required by law. The Partnership also will provide the employee with the use of a 
private space, other than a bathroom, in close proximity to the employee's work area, for the 
employee to express milk. 

Employees should notify their Restaurant Manager or Restaurant Supervisor to request time to 
express breast milk under this policy.  

REST AND MEAL PERIODS 

• If you are scheduled to work four (4) continuous hours or less, you are not entitled to a 
break.  However, you may have a small meal if you would like after clocking out. 
• If you are scheduled to work four and one half (4.5) to five (5) continuous hours, you 
will receive a fifteen (15)-minute rest break. 
• If you work more than five (5) continuous hours, you are required to take a thirty (30) 
minute unpaid break. 
• Any break of less than thirty (30) minutes will be paid. 
•  A full break during your shift must be taken in the CREW ROOM, not in the lobby. 

Please notify your Assistant Manager or Restaurant Manager if you plan to leave the premises 
while you are on a break. Not returning from break in a timely fashion will result in corrective 
action. 

Drink Breaks may be taken at almost any time during your shift, but please speak with a 
manager before taking a break.  A drink break is taking a courtesy cup of beverage to the 
CREW ROOM, drinking it, and returning to your station to work.  

You may not have drinks at your station. 
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EMPLOYEE MEALS 

Meal Allowance If you are working 5 hours or less, you are entitled to an employee meal 
totaling $5.00 or less. If you are working more than 5 hours, you are entitled to an employee 
meal totaling $8.50 or less.  

Your employee meal can consist of one entree item (ie: sandwich, hot cakes), a side dish (ie: 
baked good, fries, apple slices), and a beverage. This policy allows for flexibility to upgrade 
sizes, customize sandwiches, or choose a McCafe beverage or dessert. (Be mindful of the cost
—adding bacon to your sandwich could cost you your small fry.) Additionally, beverages 
consumed on your shift must be accounted for, even if you get it before/after your meal. Refills 
are free, but the beverage you drink (soda, filtered water, etc) throughout your shift must be 
included as part of your employee meal . 

Your order total must be at or under the dollar amounts allotted. If you exceed the allowed 
dollar amount, you will be charged the price difference.  

Any McDonald’s promotions (ie: 2 for $4, BOGO for $1) will NOT be applied to your total. 

NOTE: Any substitutions must be approved by a manager. 

VISITORS IN THE WORKPLACE 

Please do not allow anyone behind the Front Counter without proper identification approved 
by management.  

Crew members should be alert to people loitering inside the restaurant, on the lot, or inside 
vehicles on the lot. 

While crew members are on duty, do not visit with or distract fellow employees from doing 
their job or taking care of customers.  

WORKPLACE MONITORING 

In order to address safety and security concerns, the Partnership has installed video-only 
surveillance cameras.  If there is any reported incident of theft, trespass, workplace violence, 
employee misconduct, workplace injury, or any type of safety violation (hereafter collectively 
referred to as “security incidents”), the Partnership will utilize its surveillance equipment as an 
investigatory tool.  The Partnership will also make use of its surveillance equipment to deter 
any future security incidents.  

The Partnership reserves the right to actively monitor, through its surveillance cameras, any 
areas for safety reasons (to protect against failure, breakage, or accident) or confidentiality 
reasons (to protect documents or other proprietary information).  Although the video 
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surveillance policy is intended to monitor for security incidents and other safety reasons at 
the Partnership, it is possible that such surveillance may monitor activities not related to the 
Partnership’s business. 

While employees have no expectation of privacy in any of the areas under video surveillance, 
the Partnership respects the privacy of its employees.  Accordingly, there will be no video 
cameras installed in the Partnership’s restrooms, locker rooms, break rooms or changing 
areas. 

The video surveillance cameras and any images obtained from the surveillance are to be 
used solely for the purposes of this video surveillance policy.  Any unauthorized use of these 
video cameras and/or images is strictly forbidden and may result in discipline, up to and 
including termination of employment. 

PERSONAL PROPERTY AT WORK 

Please do not bring valuable personal belongings or large amounts of cash to work. If you 
have accidentally brought something with you, ask a manager to secure it in the safe or leave it 
in your car. The Partnership is not responsible for any personal belongings or your personal 
cash if it should be stolen during your work. 

SECURITY 

Security of Partnership facilities as well as the welfare of our employees and customers 
requires that every individual be constantly alert to security risks.  In this regard please note 
the following:  
*Immediately notify your supervisor of suspicious persons, or persons acting in a suspicious 
manner, in or around the facility. 
*Immediately notify a supervisor of the loss of keys, security passes or identification badges. 
*Do not lend keys, security passes, or identification badges to anyone who is not authorized 
to possess them. 
*Do not disclose computer passwords, electronic door codes, or any other security access  
information to anyone who is not authorized to possess that information. 

CASH  The possibility of discrepancies in our cash receipts and registers does exist.  We 
realize that all people occasionally make mistakes.  However, this is a serious matter.  You will 
be instructed in the proper methods of handling cash prior to working the counter or drive-
thru cashier position by your management team. 

Some of the important policies regarding handling of cash include, but are not limited to:  
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• You are to work at a cash register only when assigned by management, and then only on 
the register assigned. 

•  All sales are to be rung up when made.  Employees must not ring up sales or make change 
for their personal use.   

• Cash drawers are to be kept closed except when ringing up a sale. 

• Requests for change from customers or other register personnel are to be referred to a 
manager. 

• We do not cash personal or payroll checks.  U.S. traveler’s checks may be cashed with a 
manager’s approval only. 

• Over-rings (to correct a mistaken total) must be done at the same time the mistake is made, 
and both copies must be signed by the counter person and the Manager. 

• Employees may not borrow money from cash drawers or the restaurant safe. 

8 . Please notify a manager when you have received a $50 or $100 bill so that it may be 
removed from your drawer. If you are suspicious of any dollar bill handed to you for payment, 
please call a manager immediately to verify that it is not counterfeit. 

If a variance of $2.00 short or greater is found, the employee will be asked to read and sign a 
cash shortage notice.  The signed cash notice will go into the employee’s personnel file.  
Employees who have more than one cash shortage or overage, or who have one or more 
discrepancies, may be subject to discipline, up to and including termination. 

STEALING  

Theft is considered to be misappropriation of cash, cash equivalents, raw products, materials 
that are confidential, and properties such as parts or tools. Theft also includes giving away or 
under-charging for food and beverages and/or consuming food which was not purchased or 
given to you by a manager. (Example: eating cheese, nuggets, fries or any products while 
working and not on break). Theft also includes taking premiums (i.e. happy meal toys) or 
cleaning supplies of any kind. 

IF YOU ARE CAUGHT STEALING, YOUR EMPLOYMENT WILL BE TERMINATED. 

LOCKED DOORS All back stockroom doors and any side kitchen access doors should be 
LOCKED AT ALL TIMES and only opened under the supervision of management for stock 
deliveries or trash removal or in the event of an emergency. 
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STAGGERED OPENING/CLOSING All openers and closers (managers included) are 
expected to stagger open and close and follow this procedure upon entering and exiting the 
restaurant. 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

The health and safety of employees and others on Partnership property are of critical 
concern.  We strive to attain the highest possible level of safety in all activities and operations.  
The Partnership also intends to comply with all health and safety laws applicable to our 
business.   

To this end, the Partnership must rely upon our employees to ensure that work areas are kept 
safe and free of hazardous conditions.  Employees should be conscientious about proper 
work place operating methods and potential dangerous conditions or hazards.  Employees 
should report any unsafe conditions or potential hazards to a supervisor immediately; even if 
you believe you have corrected the problem.  If you suspect a concealed danger is present 
on Partnership premises, or in a product, facility, piece of equipment, process or business 
practice for which the Partnership is responsible, bring it to the attention of your manager 
immediately.   

Periodically, the Partnership may issue rules and guidelines governing work place safety and 
health.  The Partnership may also issue rules and guidelines regarding the handling and 
disposal of hazardous substances and waste.  All employees should familiarize themselves 
with these rules and guidelines as strict compliance will be expected.  Contact your manager 
for copies of current rules and guidelines.  Failure to strictly comply with rules and guidelines 
regarding health and safety or negligent work performance which endangers health and 
safety will not be tolerated. 

FOOD SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES 

One of the most crucial elements of our business model is ensuring that our food is safe.  It is 
what our customers expect of us—and what we expect of ourselves!  You play an important 
role here because you will be working with and around the food we serve to our customers 
on every shift.  Therefore, we expect the following from you: 

1. If you have, or suspect you may have an illness or disease that may be spread 
through food handling, do not come to work.  Instead, call and report this to you 
General Manager immediately.  These illnesses/diseases include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: Typhoid, Salmonella, Shigella, Hepatitis A, Norovirus, 
Campylobacter or E.coli.  Similarly, if you have come into close contact at work, school, 
or home with someone who has (or is suspected of having) one of these illnesses, do 
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not come to work.  Instead, immediately contact your General Manager to discuss the 
situation. 
2. If you have any cuts or sores on your hands, make sure that they are covered 
with a bandage and that you wear disposable gloves over the bandage while you are 
at work. 

3. Do not come to work (and follow your restaurant’s call-in procedures) if you are 
suffering from diarrhea, fever, vomiting, jaundice, or fever accompanied by sore throat 
(unless these symptoms are caused by a medical condition that your medical provider 
has confirmed will not cause food borne illness—for example a pregnancy-related 
condition such as “morning sickness”, and you feel capable of working).  Please 
contact your doctor and your General Manager if you have any questions about 
whether your illness requires you to stay home from work.   
4. Wash your hands before starting work, after using the restroom, and at all other 
times described in the food safety crew training module.   
5. Follow all procedures for cooking, preparing, and handling food. 
6. If you become aware of any situation that you think may jeopardize the safety 
of our food, our customers, or your fellow employees, immediately tell your General 
Manager about the situation.   

7. HAND WASHING is to take place every hour. HAND SANITIZING takes place 
every half hour. This is your responsibility. There is a timer controlling hand washing. In 
general, we wash hands on the HOUR and sanitize hands on the HALF HOUR (for 
example, at 1:00 wash hands, at 1:30 sanitize hands, and so on). 

If you are a food handler in the grill area, you are required to wear gloves whenever 
preparing food - AT ALL TIMES. 

DO NOT TOUCH FOOD WITHOUT GLOVES ON YOUR HANDS. Gloves should be 
changed at least every four (4) hours but you must also change them after completing 
tasks not associated with prepping food, such as sweeping, mopping, stocking, trash 
disposal, or touching your face or hair, etc. Hands must be washed before putting 
gloves on, after restroom visits, eating on break, smoking, etc. - IT'S THE LAW! 
Customers see you prepare their food - they are looking for gloves - they want to see 
that you use utensils and not your hands to assemble their food. 
1. NO EATING OR DRINKING FOOD IN ANY PREP OR SERVICE AREA. 
There is absolutely no eating or drinking anywhere other than the CREW ROOM. This 
means no cups of drink left anywhere to drink as we work. No eating pickles or other 
things from the dress table as we prep food. Putting your hands to your mouth is called 
CROSS CONTAMINATION. You are transferring germs to the food you will serve. 
Anyone who violates this policy will be reprimanded which may result in suspension or 
termination of employment, depending on the situation. 
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2. ALL FOOD PREP UTENSILS ARE TO BE KEPT ON SANITARY SURFACES. 
All spatulas, tongs, and tools used to prep food are to be kept sanitary. A SPRAY 
BOTTLE of sanitizer is to be kept nearby to sanitize surfaces. Trays and utensils should 
be washed and sanitized every four hours. If you are not sure whether it was done, 
wash and sanitize them to be sure. Do not store utensils on top of cabinets or under 
shelves. Make sure the container where they are stored is clean and sanitized prior to 
use. 

 3.  WASHING AND SANITIZING DISHES 

Method 1 - Manual Washing and Sanitizing 

3 Sink Method - Wash in sink 1, Rinse in sink 2, Sanitize in sink 3 with QUAT SANITIZER. 

Method 2 - Dishwasher 

If you use the dishwasher, you must have knowledge of how it works. During the rinse 
cycle, the dishes are sanitized by either CHLORINE (50ppm) or HOT WATER (160 
degrees or HIGHER). IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO CHECK THIS, ASK A MANAGER 
TO DO IT FOR YOU OR DON'T USE THE MACHINE AND WASH YOUR DISHES BY THE 
MANUAL METHOD ABOVE. 

4. STORAGE AND FILLING OF CHEMICAL BOTTLES 

All cleaning bottles should contain only what the label says it should be - (example - 
blue bottle, blue label, window cleaner blue). If the color of the liquid does not match 
the label, empty it and fill it properly. If you can't find the right bottle, ASK A MANAGER 
FOR HELP. 

STORE ALL CLEANING SUPPLIES AWAY FROM FOOD. Cleaning supplies must be 
IMMEDIATELY returned to an area away from food when you are done with your 
cleaning task. (i.e. the back sink area, cleaning supply closet,  or lobby closet). Cleaning 
supplies should not be hung in the front counter, Drive-Thru, or grill areas. 

5. ICE MACHINE TRANSFER CONTAINER AND SCOOP 

The ice transfer container and scoop is to be kept in the walk-in refrigerator on a shelf 
(not on the floor) to prevent bacteria from growing in the bin or on the scoop. Bacteria 
will not grow at temperatures below 40 degrees. If you fill the ice, MAKE SURE THE 
TRANSFER BIN IS RETURNED TO THE REFRIGERATOR. Ice bins and scoops are to be 
washed and sanitized daily. 
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VOICE MAIL, E-MAIL, WORK PROVIDED APPS AND COMPUTER FILES 

Partnership provided voice mail, e-mail, work provided apps, and computers are maintained 
by the Partnership in order to facilitate the Partnership business. Therefore, all messages sent, 
received, composed and/or stored on these systems are the sole property of the Partnership. 

Messages or communications on Partnership voice mail, e-mail, work provided apps or 
computer systems are subject to the same policies regarding harassment and discrimination 
as are any other workplace communications.  Offensive, harassing or discriminatory content 
will not be tolerated.  Content that is considered offensive includes, but is not limited to, any 
message which contains sexual implications, racial or gender slurs,  or any other statement 
that offensively addresses someone’s age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identification, 
pregnancy status, marital status, religious or political beliefs, ancestry, national origin, 
citizenship or disability. 

Employees should have no expectation of privacy with respect to Partnership provided voice 
mail, work provided apps, e-mail and computer-based communications. Even when a 
message is erased, it may still be possible to retrieve it from a backup system.  Therefore, 
employees should not rely on erasure of messages to guarantee that a message remains 
private.  The Partnership reserves the right to listen to employee voice mail and read e-mail 
messages and messages exchanged on the work provided app, and to access employee 
computer files to ensure compliance with these rules.  This may be done without notice to an 
employee and in the employee’s absence. 

Notwithstanding the Partnership’s right to retrieve and review such material, such material 
should be treated as confidential by other employees and accessed only by the intended 
recipient.  Employees are not authorized to retrieve any voice mail or e-mail messages that 
are not addressed to them. 

Employees are prohibited from using passwords without prior authorization and registration.  
The existence of a password on voice mail, e-mail or computer systems is not intended to 
indicate that messages or other communications will remain private. 

Employees are prohibited from loading any software onto a Partnership provided computer 
where such action would violate the software license.  Employees are prohibited from loading 
any software onto a Partnership provided computer without the express approval of their 
manager or supervisor.   
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS 

We are a service business and all of us must remember that the customer always comes first.  
It is the customer that pays all of our wages.  Remember, while the customer is not always 
right, the customer is never wrong. 

Customers are to be treated courteously and given proper attention at all times.  Never 
regard a customer’s question or concerns as an interruption or an annoyance.  Customer 
inquiries whether in person or by telephone must be addressed promptly and professionally. 

Never argue with a customer.  If a problem develops, or if a customer remains dissatisfied, ask 
your manager or supervisor to intervene. 

SOLICITATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

For purposes of this policy, solicitation means requesting funds, purchases, services, 
membership in any organization, or commitments to outside organizations or causes.  
Distribution means handing out, dropping off, or leaving behind written material. 

Solicitation by non-employees and distribution of literature for any purpose by non-
employees is prohibited at all times anywhere on Partnership property, including parking lots. 

Solicitation by an employee is prohibited on Partnership property, including parking lots, 
during the employee’s working time or when the employee being solicited is on working 
time.  Working time is the time employees are expected to be working and does not include 
rest, meal, or other authorized breaks.  Solicitation by employees is also prohibited even 
when not on working time if such solicitation takes place at any time in the working areas of 
the restaurant.  Solicitation is always prohibited in customer selling areas. 

Distribution of literature by an employee is prohibited on Partnership property, including 
parking lots, during the employee’s working time, as defined above, or when the employee 
receiving the material is on working time.  Distribution by employees is also prohibited even 
when not on working time if such distribution takes place in customer selling areas or in 
employees’ working areas.  Partnership property, including parking lots, must be kept clean 
and free of litter at all times. 

EMPLOYEE PARKING 

There is a designated Crew Parking Area at all restaurants. Please ask a manager where it is 
and please park in it. We need to leave all convenient parking stalls near the restaurant for our 
customers. 
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CELL PHONES 

The use of cell phones and electronic devices is strictly prohibited while on working time.  
Cell phones must be on silent mode and out of the view of customers.  Any emergency calls 
that the employee receives should come through the restaurant telephone.  Employees must 
have permission to use the restaurant telephone.  Employees may use cell phones while on 
break. 

ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS 

•Do not comment on trade secrets and proprietary Partnership information (business, 
financial and marketing strategies) without the advance approval of the Owner/Operator. 

•Do not make negative comments about our customers on any social media platform. 

•Use of social media on Partnership equipment during working time is permitted, if your use 
is for legitimate, pre-approved Partnership business.  Please discuss the nature of your 
anticipated business use and the content of your message with the Owner/Operator.  Obtain 
his or her approval prior to such use. 

•Respect copyright, trademark and similar laws and use such protected information in 
compliance with applicable legal standards. 

•This policy applies to any form of personal social networking, including without limitation, 
postings outside of work hours and through non-Partnership computer systems.   

Restrictions:  (YOU MAY NOT do any of the following) 
•Due to the potential for issues such as invasion of privacy (employee and customer), sexual 
or other harassment (as defined by our harassment/discrimination policy), protection of 
proprietary recipes and preparation techniques, employees may not take, distribute, or post 
pictures, videos, or audio recordings while on working time.  Employees also may not take 
pictures or make recordings of work areas.  An exception to the rule concerning pictures and 
recordings of work areas would be to engage in activity protected by the National Labor 
Relations Act including, for example, taking pictures of health, safety and/or working 
condition concerns or of strike, protest and work-related issues and/or other protected 
concerted activities. 

•Use the Partnership’s (or any of its affiliated entities) logos, marks or other protected 
information or property for any business/commercial venture without the Owner/Operator’s 
express written authorization. 

•Make knowingly false representations about your credentials or your work. 
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•Create a blog or online group related to the Partnership (not including blogs or discussions 
involving wages, benefits, or other terms and conditions of employment, or protected 
concerted activity) without the advance approval of the Owner/Operator. If a blog or online 
group is approved, it must contain a disclaimer approved by the Owner/Operator. 

•Department Managers, General Managers, Area Supervisors, and office employees may not 
“friend” or otherwise “invite” crew members on any social media site. 

•Employees are not permitted to earn, transfer, or redeem loyalty points from customer 
purchases. Employees who have been identified conducting fraudulent transactions may be 
subject to account closure, forfeiting of fraudulently accrued points, as well additional action, 
up to and including termination.  

Do Not Violate the Law and Related Partnership Policies: 
•Be thoughtful in all your communications and dealings with others, including email and 
social media.  Never harass (as defined by our anti-harassment policy), threaten, libel or 
defame fellow professionals, employees, customers, competitors or anyone else.  In general, 
it is always wise to remember that what you say in social media can often be seen by anyone.  
Accordingly, harassing comments, obscenities or similar conduct that would violate 
Partnership policies is discouraged in general and is never allowed while using the 
Partnership’s equipment or during your working time. 

Discipline: 
•All employees are expected to know and follow this policy.  Nothing in this policy is, 
however, intended to prevent employees from engaging in concerted activity protected by 
law.  If you have any questions regarding this policy, please ask the Owner/Operator before 
acting. Any violations of this policy are grounds for disciplinary action, up to and including 
immediate termination of employment.  

BULLETIN BOARDS 

Bulletin boards are reserved for the exclusive use of the Partnership for posting work-related 
notices or notices which must be posted pursuant to local, state and federal law.  From time 
to time, special notices and information for employees will be posted by the Partnership on 
the bulletin boards.  Please check the boards regularly for such notices.  Employees are 
prohibited from posting any material on Partnership bulletin boards.  

SERVICE/SUPPORT ANIMALS 

The American with Disabilities Act, various state laws and our restaurant policy permit service 
animals to accompany disabled customers or their trainers inside the restaurant. 
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If you are not sure whether an animal is a pet or service animal, ask the person with the 
animal, “Is this a service animal?” If they confirm that it is a service animal: 

-Permit the customer or service animal to remain in the restaurant 
-Do not ask the customer about his/her disability 
-Do not request documentation or any proof that the customer is disabled or that the animal 
is in fact a service animal 
-Do not touch, feed, pet, talk to or make noises directed at the service animal 

If the customer states the animal is not a service animal, or if you do not understand their 
response to your question, ask you manager for assistance immediately. 

If the service animal appears to be threatening other customers or otherwise acting in a 
disruptive manner, you should ask the owner why the animal is acting in this manner BEFORE 
taking any action. 

-If the service animal barks or growls, it may be performing its job by warning its owner of an 
upcoming seizure or other danger 
-If after talking to the service animal’s owner, you conclude that the animal is in fact 
threatening other customers, you should ask the owner to either control the animal or take 
the animal outside of the restaurant 
-Always provide the customer the option of remaining on the premises without the service 
animal 

Please note that even if accompanied by other persons, individuals with a service animal are 
still permitted to have their service animal with them inside the restaurant. 

SAFETY AND HOUSEKEEPING 

Crew members are expected to: 

• Follow all safety rules and attend safety meetings. 
• Review all safety education material posted or distributed. 
• Advise a manager of any hazardous conditions, acts, or equipment. 
• Notify a manager of accidents immediately, 
• If injured, immediately notify a manager of any need for medical treatment 
• Wear protective equipment when necessary and use proper tools for the job and  

advise fellow employees to do so. 
• Keep work areas clean, and attend to slippery areas. 
• Shut down all equipment before cleaning or repairing it. 
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• Use proper lifting techniques at all times and get help for heavy loads. 
• Avoid horseplay. 
• Not make any threat of violence, even in jest, towards any employee or patron or  

engage in any act of violence, both of which are forbidden and could result in 
immediate dismissal. 

• Understand that the use or possession of alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs, or weapons  
is, subject to law,  forbidden and could be cause for immediate dismissal.  Please see 
the Drug and Alcohol Use Policy for further information about Partnership 
expectations with respect to alcohol/drug rules and expectations. 

• Notify a manager if you are scheduled to work that day and are ill with a communicable  
disease. 

SECTION 6: EMPLOYEE CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE 

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 

The Partnership expects crew members to follow rules of conduct that will protect the interests 
and safety of all employees, the Partnership, and the Partnership’s customers. 

It is not possible to list all behavior that is considered unacceptable in the workplace. The 
following are examples of behavior that may result in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment: 

• Loitering in or around the restaurant when off duty 
• Theft, destruction, or inappropriate removal or possession of Partnership property 
• Falsification of Partnership or restaurant records 
• Working under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs 
• Possession, distribution, sale, transfer, or use of alcohol or illegal drugs in the  

workplace,  
• Fighting or threatening violence in the workplace 
• Boisterous or disruptive activity in the workplace 
• Negligence or improper conduct leading to damage of Partnership-owned property 
• Insubordination or other disrespectful or willful misconduct 
• Violation of safety or health rules – including horseplay 
• Smoking in prohibited areas 
• Sexual or other unlawful or unwelcome harassment, including, but not limited to, the  

use of foul language or gestures 
• Possession of dangerous or unauthorized materials, such as weapons, explosives or  

firearms, in the workplace 
• Excessive absenteeism or any absence without notice 
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• Unauthorized use of telephones, mail system, fax machines or other Partnership-owned  
equipment 

• Violation of personnel policies 
• Unsatisfactory performance or conduct  

CORRECTIVE ACTION POLICY 

The Corrective Action Policy applies to all of the Partnership’s crew members. Neglect of basic 
responsibilities, breaking any of rules of conduct or violating any of policies outlined in this 
Handbook may result in the following corrective action: 

1st Offense Verbal Warning 

2nd Offense Written Warning 

3rd Offense One Week Suspension without Pay 

4th Offense Termination 

Generally, this four-step process is followed. There may be particular situations, however, in 
which the seriousness of the offense justifies the omission of one or more of the steps in the 
procedure. Likewise, there may be times when the Partnership may decide to repeat a 
disciplinary step. 

This list of prohibited conduct is illustrative only.  Other types of conduct detrimental to 
security, personal safety, employee welfare, or the Partnership’s interests may also be 
prohibited. 
*Falsified time records, employment applications, hiring documents or intentionally and 
maliciously falsifying Partnership business records. 
*Recording the work time of another employee or allowing any other employee to record 
your work time, or allowing falsification of any time card, either your own or another’s. 
* Violation of the Partnership’s Drug and Alcohol Free Workplace Policy. 
*Theft, deliberate or careless damage of any Partnership property or the property of any 
employee or customer. 
*Giving away food of any kind or amount. 
*Unauthorized use of promotional, discount or free food coupons. 
*Removing or borrowing Partnership property without prior authorization. 
*Personal use of Partnership equipment, materials, or facilities during non-working time. 
*Provoking a fight or fighting during working hours or on Partnership property. 
*Participating in horseplay or practical jokes in the restaurant area while on working time. 
*Bringing firearms or any other dangerous weapons or materials onto Partnership property at 
any time. 
*Engaging in criminal conduct whether or not related to job performance. 
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*Insubordination or failure to follow Partnership directives.  
*The use of profane or abusive language that is insulting, uncivil, malicious or vicious during 
working time. Employees are responsible for communicating with appropriate business 
decorum during working hours toward customers and co-workers. 
*Committing any act of violence or threatening any act of violence. 
*Failure to notify a supervisor when unable to report to work. 
*Unexcused absences or tardiness 
*Leaving Partnership property while on working time, without prior permission from your 
manager. 
*Sleeping or malingering on the job. 
*Violation of the Partnership’s uniform or grooming policy. 
*Violation of any safety, health, security or Partnership policy, rule, or procedure. 
This statement of prohibited conduct does not alter the Partnership’s policy of employment at 
will.  Either you or the Partnership may terminate the employment relationship at any time for 
any or no reason, with or without cause or notice 

ATTENDANCE AND SCHEDULE 

WORK SCHEDULE 
One of the greatest benefits of working for our organization is a flexible work schedule. Your 
schedule will be based on a number of factors, including your availability, the needs of the 
business, and your overall performance and versatility.  Due to changes in restaurant needs 
and employee availability, your work schedule and number of hours will likely vary each 
week. You work as a team, and from time to time you will want or need time off, and so will 
your teammates. Sometimes this will happen unexpectedly. Nevertheless, it is important to 
provide as much notice as possible, and to accommodate others when you can. Accordingly, 
you may be asked to come to work on a shift that you were not originally scheduled to work—
as others might be asked on your behalf. Obviously, the more notice we have, the less the 
other team members will be inconvenienced—and the less you will be inconvenienced when 
it is your turn. All of us value employees who are considerate of their teammates, who assist 
when needed and when they can, if they are asked to come in, or to work past their 
scheduled shift. But, out of respect for others, unexcused failures to abide by the procedures 
set forth below shall result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 

WORK AVAILABILITY 
If your availability changes, please notify us in writing at least two weeks in advance, unless 
that is not practicable. At different points throughout the year, we may ask you to update your 
availability in anticipation of vacations, school schedules, or holidays. 
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SCHEDULE POSTING 
Work schedules for the following week will be posted before the beginning of the new work 
week. You are expected to know your work schedule and follow it.  If you need to make a 
change to your schedule after it has been posted, please contact your General Manager as 
soon as is practicable, and please make your best effort to find a replacement. 

CALL IN PROCEDURES 
If you are unable to report for your shift, where practicable you should contact the restaurant 
a minimum of 2 hours before your shift begins, or if you’re scheduled for the breakfast shift, 
the night before.  In the event of illness or absence of at least 3 consecutive shifts, your 
manager may request documentation demonstrating that your absence was for a medical 
reason or emergency.   Obviously, a failure to report means that your teammates will have to 
pick up the slack, either by having to come in when they were not scheduled, or by having to 
work with less crew. Unexcused absences will result in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination. 

NO CALL/ NO SHOW 
Should you fail to call in or report to work for a scheduled shift this will be considered an 
unexcused absence.  If there are extenuating, emergency circumstances related to your 
failure to come to work and to call the restaurant, please contact your General Manager as 
soon as practicable.  

JOB ABANDONMENT 
In certain cases, the Partnership will assume that you have abandoned your position with the 
Partnership, voluntarily, and have chosen to terminate your position with the Partnership 
without notice. In these cases, abandonment will result in disciplinary action, up to and 
including termination, at the discretion of the location General Manager, Supervisor, and/or 
Operator. 

The following circumstances are considered “job abandonment” 
-  If you are a No Call No Show for more than two consecutive shifts, it will be presumed that 

you have abandoned your position and have chosen voluntarily to terminate your 
employment with the Partnership. 

- Leaving Partnership property while on working time, without prior permission from your 
manager. 

- Abandoning or refusing to perform duties related to your position with the Partnership, 
including refusing to perform manager duties, handing in manager keys, or punching out 
without permission and without another manager present. 

- Refusing to perform all duties required or requested as part of your position with the 
Partnership, including but not limited to requests from the Manager(s) on Duty, while on 
working time.  
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TARDINESS 
All employees should report to work on time for their assigned shift.  Except in the case of an 
emergency, if you are going to be late, you must notify the manager in ADVANCE of your 
shift’s start time. Employees who violate the attendance policy will be subject to discipline, up 
to and including termination. 

FMLA/ADA 
If you are entitled to FMLA leave due to a serious medical condition or a serious medical 
condition of a family member or other qualifying reason, or to a reasonable accommodation 
due to disability, and you have acted in accordance with the provisions governing ADA 
accommodations and FMLA leave contained in this handbook, you will not be subject to 
disciplinary action for attendance. 

GROOMING AND PERSONAL  APPEARANCE 

Our image depends in part, on how our employees present themselves to our customers.  
The employer stresses the importance of maintaining the highest standards possible in all 
phases of the employer’s operation, including standards regarding cleanliness and neatness 
of all employees.  Failure to follow the required grooming and appearance guidelines may be 
grounds for disciplinary action up to and including possible termination. 
1. PERSONAL HYGIENE- Maintaining good personal hygiene is one of the ways to ensure 
that our food is safe.  These are some of the things employees need to do: 

*Keep clean by bathing or showering and brushing your teeth every day. 
   
 *Stay neat by wearing a clean uniform and keeping fingernails short. 

*If you have an infectious or contagious illness that may prevent you from serving food 
or handling food equipment in a sanitary manner contact the General Manager, 
Supervisor, or Director of Operations. 

2. HAND WASHING- Using proper hand washing techniques is required by every employee 
to ensure that our customers receive safe food.  Employees must wash their hands for a 
minimum of 20 seconds at least once every hour with soapy, hot water and: 

*Before entering the kitchen and touching food. 

*After using the restroom. 

*After taking a break. 

*After handling garbage or cleaning supplies. 
*After touching the face, hair, or body. 
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*After coughing or sneezing. 

*After smoking, eating or drinking. 

*Any time there is a potential for cross contamination. 

3. UNIFORMS- Wear the uniform provided by the Partnership whenever on the job.  The 
entire uniform should always be clean and neat. The entire uniform includes, but is not limited 
to: crew shirt, crew pants,  black or dark brown non-slip shoes, hat or visor, and if stationed in 
the kitchen, an apron. Your shirt, pants, hat or visor, and apron (either disposable or cloth) will 
be provided by the Company.  

4. NAILS- Nails must be short, clean, neat and manicured.  Artificial nails are not permitted. 

5. HAIR- Hair must be clean, restrained, off the face, and pinned back or up.  If, however, the 
local health board requirements are stricter, you must follow their standards.  Men’s hair must 
be neatly trimmed and not fall below the ears or collar. 

6. FACIAL HAIR- Men must shave before coming to work. Hairnets are not acceptable 
substitutions for shaving, except in the case of certain approved religious exemptions. 
Sideburns should only reach to the bottom of the ear.  Mustaches must be neatly trimmed.   

7. COSMETICS- Cosmetics must be subtle, moderate and within the natural color spectrum.  
This includes hair coloring and colognes. 

8. JEWELRY- Jewelry should be moderate, in good taste, not excessive and not be a safety 
hazard to the employees or customers. If stationed in a production area, food handlers are 
not permitted to wear any watches, bracelets, or rings except for a plain metal wedding band. 
This includes medical ID bracelets, which can be worn as a necklace instead. 

9. SHOES- Slip resistant shoes are required for the safety of the employee. 

10. BUTTONS, TAGS AND OTHER ITEMS that are pinned or otherwise attached to or 
displayed on the uniform other than those provided by the Partnership can detract from the 
brand image we strive to strengthen through our crew uniforms.  Accordingly, employees 
may not wear more than one button, in addition to those provided by the Partnership. 
  
11. MISCELLANEOUS- In general, tattoos and body markings, such as hickeys, should not be 
visible to our customers.  

Your manager will inform you of additional requirements regarding acceptable attire.  Certain 
employees may be required to wear safety equipment or clothing.  Your supervisor must 
approve any deviations from these guidelines. 
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RELIGIOUS, MEDICAL, GENDER IDENTITY, AND DISABILITY ACCOMMODATIONS 
The Partnership will reasonably accommodate exceptions to this policy if required due to an 
employee’s religious beliefs, gender identity, medical condition or disability.  Employees who 
need such an accommodation should contact their General Manager or Supervisor. 

UNIFORMS 

All employees shall report to work at the start of their shift start wearing a complete, clean, 
ironed, neat McDonald's uniform consisting of the following: 

• Hats or Visors - McDonald's uniform-issued and worn at all times with visor facing 
forward. Special promotional hats may be worn during promotional periods only. 
• Shirts- McDonald's uniform-issued and tucked in at all times. Special promotional 
shirts may be worn during promotional periods only. 
• Pants - McDonald's uniform-issued. They should be no longer than the top of the 
shoes. They  should not be touching the ground, frayed along the hem, or worn too large. 
• Belt - McDonald's uniform-issued and worn tightened at your waist. 

• Shoes - Shoes are to be dark (black or brown) leather or vinyl upper, low- heeled, with 
non-skid soles for safety reasons. Solid black leather sneakers are the only permissible sneaker 
to be worn.  
• Socks - Must be worn at all times. Dark in color or nude hosiery. 
• Name Tags - Should be labeled and not hand-written, worn straight and at all times on 
your uniform shirt. 
• Apron - Should be clean and wrinkle free. It should be worn around the neck and not 
folded down at the waist. 

Cold Months - During the winter, each restaurant will pick one color turtleneck that may be 
worn under the uniform. Drive-thru jackets will be provided. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL USE 

Introduction and Policy Prohibitions - The use of alcohol, illegal drugs (including 
marijuana), and intoxicants, whether on or off duty, can impair an employee’s ability to work 
safely and efficiently.   The Partnership will not jeopardize the safety of the employee, other 
employees, our customers, the public, and Partnership operations due to an individual’s poor 
judgment.  Accordingly, the Partnership prohibits the following:  

• Possessing, using, abusing, or being under the influence of alcohol or an illegal drug 
(including marijuana)** or intoxicant during working hours (including meal and break 
periods), on Partnership owned or leased premises, in Partnership-provided vehicles or 
while on Partnership business. 
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 ** Except as limited by law and other terms of this Policy: 
• Under the influence of alcohol means: (1) the presence of alcohol in the 

individual's system which equals or exceeds an alcohol concentration of [0.04]; 
or (2) behavior, appearance, speech, or bodily odors that lead a supervisor to 
reasonably suspect that the employee is impaired by alcohol during working 
hours, on Partnership premises, or in Partnership provided vehicles. 

• Under the influence of illegal drugs means: (1) the presence of any detectable 
amount of a drug or its metabolites demonstrated by a confirmed positive drug 
test result verified by a Medical Review Officer, or (2) behavior, appearance, 
speech, or bodily odors that lead a supervisor to reasonably suspect that the 
employee is impaired by illegal drugs during working hours, on Partnership 
premises, or in Partnership provided vehicles. 

• Distribution, sale, manufacture, or purchase—or the attempted distribution, sale, 
manufacture, or purchase—of an illegal drug (including marijuana), or intoxicant during 
working hours (including meal and break periods), in Company-provided vehicles, while 
on Partnership business or while on premises owned or occupied by the Partnership. 

• Refusing to submit to test required under this Policy or, except as otherwise limited by 
law and under this Policy, a confirmed positive test result for drugs or alcohol. 

Employees who violated any of the prohibitions or rules in this Policy will be subject to 
discipline up to and including employment termination, subject to law. 
This Policy will be implemented, administered and enforced in accordance with applicable 
law, and the Partnership reserves all rights available to it under applicable law. 

Illegal drugs under this Policy means all drugs the use or possession of which is illegal under 
federal, state, or local law, as well as prescription medication which is used in a manner 
inconsistent with the prescription or for which the individual does not have a valid 
prescription. Please also refer to the Marijuana section of this Policy below for more 
information about the Company’s position and expectations with respect to marijuana use, 
possession and related issues. 

Marijuana.  While the use of marijuana has been legalized under Pennsylvania state 
law for medicinal uses, it remains an illegal drug under federal law and its use and 
possession in any form is thus strictly prohibited on Partnership property or premises, 
including but not limited to Company provided vehicles, as is, as discussed in more 
detail below, working while under the influence of marijuana in any form, including 
medical marijuana.  The Partnership, additionally, reserves the right to take adverse 
action based on a verified confirmed positive test result for marijuana on a reasonable 
suspicion test administered under this Policy to the fullest extent permitted by law.   
However, the Partnership will fulfill any interactive dialogue and reasonable 
accommodation obligations with respect to medical marijuana users as may apply 
under law.   
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Additionally, per Pennsylvania law, the following additional specific assurances and 
limits apply: 

•   The Partnership will not discriminate or retaliate against an employee solely 
on the basis of status as an individual certified under Pennsylvania law to use 
medical marijuana; 
•   An employee working under the influence of medical marijuana within the 
scope of the Pennsylvania medical marijuana law may be disciplined if in the 
workplace, or while working when the employee’s conduct falls below the 
standard of care normally accepted for that position; 
•   Employees may be excluded/removed or prohibited from, while under the 
influence of medical marijuana within the scope of the Pennsylvania medical 
marijuana law, performing: 

- duties at heights or in confined spaces; 
- any duty which could result in a public health or safety risk 

•   The Partnership is not required to commit any act that would put it or any 
person acting on its behalf in violation of Federal law; 
•   Employees should not engage in the use of medical marijuana in a manner 
that constitutes negligence, professional malpractice, or professional 
misconduct; 
•   Employees using medical marijuana lawfully under Pennsylvania law may 
not operate or be in physical control of any of the following while under the 
influence of medical marijuana with a blood content of more than 10 ng/ml of 
THC of blood in serum: 

- Direct contact with high-voltage electricity or any other public utility, 
including but not limited to resetting electrical breakers or unplugging 
equipment.  

Finally, as marijuana continues to be recreationally illegal under federal and state law, 
all Policy prohibitions relating to recreational marijuana continue in full force and effect 
with respect to recreational marijuana use, possession, and working while under the 
influence of recreational marijuana. 

Employees may be subject to disciplinary action to the fullest extent permitted by law 
for using, possessing, or being under the influence of marijuana as discussed in this 
Policy in any form.   

Reasonable Suspicion Testing –employees may be asked to submit to a drug and/or alcohol 
test if reasonable suspicion exists that an employee has violated this Policy.  Reasonable 
suspicion means a basis for forming a belief based on specific facts and rational inferences 
drawn from those facts.   Reasonable suspicion determinations relating to employees who are 
potentially working under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol will be generally based on 
specific, contemporaneous, articulable observations concerning the appearance, behavior, 
speech or body odors of the employee. 
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• Return-to-Duty Test 
 Employees who have tested positive whom the Company chooses to retain must 
submit to a return-to-duty drug and/or alcohol test the result of which must be 
negative before an employee will be permitted to return to duty. In addition, the 
Company reserves the right to the fullest extent permitted under law to request or 
require a return to duty test in other circumstances as it deems appropriate (e.g., when 
an employee is returning from a leave of absence or during and/or following 
completion of a substance abuse counseling, treatment or rehabilitation program). 

• Follow-Up Tests 
An employee who has been removed from his/her job duties on the basis of a verified 
confirmed positive drug test result and/or confirmed positive alcohol test result and 
whom the Company chooses to retain will be subject to unannounced drug and/or 
alcohol testing under this Policy to determine whether he or she is under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs at work or while working.  In addition, the Company reserves the 
right to the fullest extent permitted under law to request or require a follow-up testing 
in other circumstances as it deems appropriate (e.g., during and/or following 
completion of a substance abuse counseling, treatment or rehabilitation program). 

Inspection and Searches – Where there is reasonable suspicion that an employee has 
violated this Policy, the Partnership may conduct inspections and searches, with or without 
notice. Specifically, Company premises (including owned/leased parking lots) and property 
(e.g., offices, desks, lockers and other repositories) and personal effects (e.g., lunch boxes/
bags, purses, gym bags, backpacks, handbags, briefcases, packages or coats) are subject to 
inspection and search, with or without notice. As part of any inspection or search, Employer 
may direct that an employee remove outer clothing (e.g., coveralls, jacket, coat, hat, gloves) 
and search/inspect those items, including outer clothing pockets.   Employer will not, 
however, ask an employee to remove other clothing (e.g., shirts, pants, dresses, underwear), 
direct or request removal all clothing or direct an employee to change into alternative 
covering such as a hospital or examination gown.  Additionally, Employer may direct an 
employee to empty his or her pockets and display items in them – if no items in clothing 
pockets appear to be items that may be in violation of the Policy, such as illegal drugs, alcohol 
or drug paraphernalia, Employer will permit the employee to place the item(s) back into his 
or her pockets.   Employer will not conduct searches that involve physical contact with an 
employee such as pat-downs, frisks, etc.  

If reasonable suspicion exists to believe an employee has used, possessed, offered, 
consumed, transferred, transported, distributed, manufactured, sold, purchased or dispensed 
illegal drugs on Partnership premises or during working time, or attempted to do any of these 
things, the Partnership may notify and cooperate with an appropriate law enforcement 
agency in any related investigation (e.g., permitting drug detection/sniffing dogs on 
Partnership property), and will do so to the extent required by law.   
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Employees who violate the Partnership’s drug and alcohol policy or who are suspected of 
violating this policy (as determined at the Partnership’s discretion) will be removed from the 
workplace immediately and will be subject to disciplinary action. Any conviction for criminal 
conduct involving illegal drugs, intoxicants, or controlled substances, whether on or off duty, 
or any violations of the Partnership’s drug and alcohol abuse policy will be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis and may, subject to law,  lead to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination. 

This Policy extinguishes and eliminates any continuing expectation of privacy as to the ability 
to conduct an inspection and/or search where reasonable suspicion exists to believe that 
there has been a Policy violation.  Where reasonably practical as determined by Employer, 
inspections will be conducted in the presence of the employee implicated in the potential 
Policy violation. 
   

Medication Reporting - Employees who take any medication must inform their supervisors if 
they believe the medication will impair their ability to safely perform their job or if they 
believe they need a reasonable accommodation before reporting to work while under the 
influence of that medication. The employee is not required to initially identify the medication 
or the underlying illness; however, the Partnership may ask the employee to discuss this 
information in order to determine when the employee is able to safely resume work and/or 
evaluate reasonable accommodation. Various federal, state, and local laws protect the rights 
of individuals with disabilities and others with regard to the confidentiality of medical 
information, medical treatment, and the use of prescription drugs and substances taken 
under medical supervision.  Nothing contained in this Policy is intended to interfere with 
individual rights under, or to violate, these laws. 
  

SMOKING/VAPING 
The Partnership maintains a smoke/vape-free working environment. For purposes of this 
policy, smoking includes lighting, smoking, and the use of any electronic smoking/vaping 
device, or carrying a lighted cigarette, cigar, or pipe. This list is illustrative only and not 
exhaustive.  

RESTAURANT WORKPLACE  VIOLENCE PREVENTION POLICY 

Albert and Carol Mueller, LTD (herein also known as the Partnership) independently owns and 
operations this McDonald’s-brand restaurant (“Restaurant”) and is your employer, not 
McDonald’s Corporation or McDonald’s USA. The Partnership is committed to preventing 
workplace violence and to maintaining a safe work environment. In furtherance of this 
commitment, the Partnership has adopted the following guidelines to address intimidation, 
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harassment, or other threats of (or actual) violence that may occur during business hours or on 
its premises.  

All employees should be treated with courtesy and respect at all times. We want all 
employees and staff of this Restaurant to thrive in a workplace that is safe and free from all 
forms of workplace violence. 

We define workplace violence as “any incident in which a person is abused, threatened or 
assaulted in circumstances relating to their work.” Workplace violence includes behavior that 
interferes with our ability to maintain a safe and secure environment. It includes, but is not 
limited to, physical violence, threats of physical violence, attempted physical violence, 
physically intimidating or coercive behavior, advocating workplace violence, and the 
intentional destruction of Company or personal property. 

While not an exhaustive list, the following are examples of conduct prohibited under this 
policy: 

• Threatening to harm any employee, customer, or non-employee with whom we do  
business.  

• Threatening to damage the Partnership’s property or the property of any customer,  
employee, or non-employee with whom we do business. Again, the fact that a 
comment may have been made "in jest" is no defense. 

• Possessing or concealing a weapon while on the Partnership’s premises or anywhere  
else while doing business for the Partnership, except as permitted by state law.  

• Physically assaulting, attacking or otherwise intentionally causing injury to any person  
with whom you interact in connection with your employment with the Partnership.  

• Intentionally damaging property belonging to the Partnership, or any customer,  
employee or non-employee with whom the Partnership does business.  

In the interest of protecting safety and security, we reserve the right to address any behavior 
in addition to that described above, whenever the behavior generates a reasonable concern 
for the well-being of Restaurant employees or guests. Any employee who violates any of the 
prohibitions set forth above will be subject to discipline, up to and including immediate 
termination.  

When, Where, and To Whom This Policy Applies 

This policy applies to all Restaurant employees and staff. 

We do not tolerate violence by or against anyone who works in this Restaurant nor by or 
against anyone who visits our Restaurant (for example, guests, customers, and vendors/
suppliers). 
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This Policy applies (without limitation) in all the following situations: 

· On Restaurant property 
· Offsite with other employees, contractors, or vendors, including at Restaurant-sponsored 
events, activities, and training; on business trips; and at work-related meals and gatherings 
· When using Restaurant communication systems, equipment or resources; 
· Any conduct outside work hours, including text messaging and using social media on 
personal devices, where the conduct has an impact on employment with or engagement by 
the Restaurant. 

For Guest or Customer Threats Specifically: 
· Threats or aggressive behavior by guests/customers should be reported to the local police 
using 911. 
· Failure of a customer to stop threatening behavior may result in the customer being 
removed from the premises and future access being restricted or limited. 
· Do not engage or confront potentially violent guests/customers or follow them from inside 
store or office locations. Notify police promptly using 911. You can access the U.S. Security 
resource on de-escalating aggressive behavior for more information. 
· If your organization has any questions, please contact your Field Security Manager.Reporting 

It is everyone’s responsibility to keep our workplace safe. If employees feel that their safety or 
the safety of others is endangered at any time, or if they witness or experience any incident in 
which a person is abused, threatened or assaulted in circumstances relating to their work, 
they have the responsibility to exercise good judgment and report such conduct. Reports can 
be made anonymously, and all reported incidents will be investigated impartially and as 
quickly as possible. If necessary, this Restaurant will take steps to protect the target of any 
violent behavior or threatened violent behavior. Reports or incidents warranting 
confidentiality will be handled appropriately, and information will be disclosed to others only 
on a need-to-know basis. 

Reports of violent behavior can be made to any of the following: 

• The Restaurant’s General Manager 
• Your Restaurant Supervisor 
• Your Owner/Operator 

Emergencies and immediate threats of harm must be reported to the police or other 
emergency personnel without delay. 

Enforcement 
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Violations of this policy may lead, at this Partnership’s sole discretion, to disciplinary and/or 
other appropriate responsive action, up to and including termination of employment, even if 
it is the first offense. We also further reserve the right to report abusive, threatening, or violent 
behavior to the proper legal authorities. This policy supplements all other Restaurant policies 
that require appropriate and respectful behavior. 

Prohibition Against Retaliation 

This Policy does not allow any type of retaliation against someone who makes a complaint or 
participates in an investigation of a complaint, even if no violation is ultimately confirmed. 
Retaliation means being punished or experiencing a negative employment action because 
you raised a concern or complaint of a potential Policy violation or participated in an 
investigation. Examples of retaliation include experiencing a reduction in pay, hours, or 
favorable work assignments. Anyone found to have retaliated against someone for raising any 
concern under this policy will be subject to disciplinary action under our disciplinary 
procedures. 

Reports can be made anonymously. 

Violence Outside of Work 

We recognize that some employees will experience violence in their personal lives—including 
but not limited to violence at the hands of a current or former spouse, domestic partner, 
boyfriend/girlfriend, family member, or friend. We strongly encourage employees 
experiencing violence in their personal relationships to seek outside resources that can 
provide assistance. 

Some resources that you may find helpful are located at: · National Domestic Violence Hotline 
at 1-800-799-7233 or TTY 1-800-787-3224, or by online chat. · National Sexual Assault Hotline 
at 1-800-656-4673, or by online chat. 

In addition, this Restaurant requires our employees to provide notice of any circumstances 
that reasonably present the risk of on-the-job violence or may impact the workplace using 
any one of the reporting mechanisms discussed below. This Restaurant will take proactive 
action that is proportionate to the threat. For example, this Restaurant’s [INSERT] will design a 
plan with at-risk employees to prepare for any possible emergency situations. 

Additionally, please immediately inform your Restaurant Manager if you have obtained or are 
the subject of a protective or restraining order that covers Company property as a protected 
area. 
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We are committed to supporting victims of relationship violence by enforcing any restraining 
orders at the workplace and by providing referrals for benefits and resources for assistance. 

Why did the Partnership develop this policy? 

We are a people-first Restaurant. We care about you and the experience you have working 
here. We have resources to assist you. We are all in this together, and we are stronger and 
better when we work together to keep this Restaurant a safe and violence-free work 
environment. 

What will happen if I raise a concern? 

All reported incidents will be investigated impartially and as quickly as possible. Reports or 
incidents warranting confidentiality will be handled appropriately, and information will be 
disclosed to others only on a need-to-know basis. If necessary, we will take steps to protect 
you and keep you safe. 

A representative from the Restaurant will keep you informed of the status of your report as 
appropriate. You will be informed of the findings of the investigation upon its completion. 

After the investigation of your complaint is completed, if you have any continuing concerns or 
wish to provide information about any other situation that makes you feel uncomfortable, 
please reach out to the Restaurant’s HR personnel or the resources listed above. 

What will happen if an investigation finds that inappropriate behavior has occurred? 

If our investigation confirms that this Policy has been violated or that other inappropriate conduct has 
occurred, the Restaurant will take immediate corrective action that is proportionate to the violation. 
Corrective action can come in any form, including termination, reassignment to another job or location, 
changes in reporting relationships, written warning, training, coaching, counseling, and/or other 
measures that the Restaurant deems appropriate under the circumstances. 

As an employee, what is expected of me under this policy? 

All Restaurant employees and staff are expected to: 

· Treat everyone with respect and dignity. 
· Be accountable for their actions. 
· Help create a work environment that is safe and free of violence. 
· Report all incidents of abuse, threats or assault in the workplace. 
· Complete all required training. 
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In addition, we require employees to provide notice of any circumstances that reasonably 
present the risk of on-the-job violence using any one of the reporting mechanisms discussed 
below. This Restaurant will take proactive action that is proportionate to the threat. For 
example, this Restaurant’s General Manager will design a plan with at-risk employees to 
prepare for any possible emergency situations. 

We need your eyes and ears to help alert us to potential problems. Ensuring workplace safety 
and security is a responsibility we all share. If you have any ideas as to how we can make our 
workplace safer, please share them with us. 

Employees are required to report any incident involving a threat or act of violence or abusive 
conduct immediately to their General Manager, the Office, Director of Operations, or the 
Owner.  The matter will be immediately investigated and appropriate corrective action will be 
taken.  The Partnership does not tolerate retaliation against an employee who in good faith, 
registers a complaint or brings information of this nature to the Partnership’s attention 

SECTION 7: BENEFITS 

HOLIDAY PAY 

A crew member becomes eligible for holiday pay during his or her thirteenth (13th) 
consecutive month of employment in which he/she averages more than thirty-two (32) hours 
of work per week. 

Holiday Pay only applies to days that the restaurant is closed (i.e. Thanksgiving and Christmas 
Days). Only employees losing a day of regular work are eligible to receive holiday pay.  
Moreover, to receive holiday pay, the employee must work his/her full shift the day before 
and the day after the holiday. 

A crew member who works certain holidays during which the restaurant maintains operating 
hours will be eligible for time-and-a-half pay for the hours worked. These eligible holidays 
include: Easter, July 4th, Thanksgiving (if the restaurant is open), Christmas Day (if the 
restaurant is open), and New Year’s Day.  

CREW VACATIONS 

A crew member becomes eligible for vacation during his/her thirteenth (13th) consecutive 
month of employment in which he or she averages more than thirty-two (32) hours of work 
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per week. Once an employee reaches this milestone, the employee is entitled to one week of 
paid vacation per calendar year. All vacations must be confirmed with the Restaurant Manager 
of the crew member’s restaurant. Crew members who are entitled to take vacation, may only 
take vacation between June and August. Crew members who are eligible for PTO will also be 
eligible for PTO on their birthday, with pay equivalent to the average daily hours worked for the 
previous year. Employees can choose to take the day off or to have the PTO paid out without 
taking a day off.  

There will be no substitutions of pay in lieu of taking vacation. 

If you have obtained this benefit and you fail to maintain an average work week of thirty-two 
(32) hours or more, you will lose this benefit. If your employment terminates, unused vacation 
benefits will not be paid at time of termination. 

PAID TIME OFF 
Crew members will receive (1) one hour of paid time off (“PTO”) for every one hundred (100) 
hours worked. The hours will be calculated on December 31st and based on the number of 
hours worked during the previous calendar year from January to December. You will then 
have until the end of the current calendar year to use the hours. Hours must be used or they 
will be forfeited.   

APPRECIATION PAY 

The $2 an hour appreciation pay is now a permanent addition to our benefits!  We will revisit 
the policy yearly and make modification or adjustments as needed. In order to be eligible for 
the $2 an hour appreciation pay, you must show up for all your scheduled shifts.  This will be 
determined each payroll cycle.   

“Showing up for your scheduled shift”  includes the following:  
- In order to qualify you must show up for your scheduled shift and be NO MORE than 15 
minutes late without prior notification.   

- In order to qualify you can not leave your scheduled shift early (unexcused) i.e.  You must 
notify your manager prior to your scheduled shift if you can not work the entire shift.  

- If you cannot work a shift and you find a replacement you will still be eligible for the $2 an 
hour additional pay. 

An exception to this is if you are ill:  
- If your absence is excused with a doctor’s note then you will still receive the $2 an hour 
additional pay (Note: Forging a doctor’s note is illegal and grounds for termination)  
-If you come to work and get sent home because you have a fever you will still receive the $2 
an hour additional pay.  
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Showing up for your scheduled shifts is super important for your fellow crew, managers and 
customers.   Please confirm with your scheduling managers that your availability and your 
schedule is correct.  

LACKAWANNA COLLEGE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

Employees who also attend Lackawanna College for post-secondary education are eligible 
for full tuition coverage for their course of study. This partnership does not cover certain 
student fees, lab fees, or textbooks. To qualify students must meet certain criteria for the 
duration of their course of study. The employee must: 

·      Apply to and be accepted to Lackawanna College 
·      Be employed by Mueller Family McDonald’s for 90 days  
·      Work a minimum of 16 hours per week  
·       Enroll in a minimum of 6 credits per semester  
·       Maintain a minimum of a 2.5 GPA 
·      Remain employed by Mueller Family McDonald’s for 90 days following the end of 

the semester I received a scholarship for  
·      Apply for and fulfill all obligations to receive FAFSA 
·      Apply for and fulfill all obligations to receive Archways to Opportunity tuition 

assistance 

Please see the end of this Handbook for the Lackawanna COllege Partnership Student/
Employer Agreement.  

THE PARTNERSHIP AND WORKING STUDENTS 

To make sure that students’ job experience complements their education, the Partnership 
supports the following principles. 

• Education is a significant priority.  There is no question that, between education and 
employment, your education comes first. 

• To make sure that education comes first, our organization provides flexible working 
hours to accommodate classes, homework assignments, and extracurricular activities. 
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•  Grades and school attendance should never be compromised by excessive or late 
working hours. 

• Our organization, in collaboration with McDonald’s, provides training programs that 
help develop students’ skills and highlight the importance of responsibility and self-
discipline. 

• Our organization complies with all laws concerning the employment of minors. 
• We take a leadership role in working with parents, educators, and students on education 

issues. 
• Our organization believes in supporting education by recognizing our employees’ 

scholastic achievements. 

LIMITATIONS ON WORKING STUDENTS 
There are federal and state laws that regulate the hours and duties a minor (14/15 year olds 
and 16/17 year olds) can work.  The Partnership takes its child labor obligations seriously and 
asks for your cooperation in complying with these obligations.  If you have any questions 
about the laws in your state or related policies and procedures please check with your 
General Manager, or Owner/Operator. 

Pennsylvania labor laws require that minors who work more than five (5) hours must take an 
unpaid thirty (30) minute break.  

In Pennsylvania, if a minor is 14 or 15 years old they are eligible to work as follows: 

(1) The minor may not be employed before 7 a.m. or after 7 p.m., except that during a school 
vacation period a minor shall be permitted to be employed until 9 p.m.  
(2) The minor may not be employed for more than three hours on a school day nor more3 
than eight hours on a day when there is no school. 
(3) The minor may not be employed for more than 18 hours during a regular school week. 
(4) The minor may not be employed for more than 40 hours during a week when school is not 
in session. 
(5) A minor enrolled in summer school is subject to the limitation set forth in paragraph (3). 

In Pennsylvania, if a minor it 16 or 17 years old they are eligible to work as follows: 

 (1) When school is in session: 
(i) The minor may not be employed for more than 28 hours per week during a 
regular school week. 
(ii) The minor may not be employed for more than eight hours in a single day. 
(iii) The minor may not be employed before 6 a.m. or after 12 midnight, except 
that during a school vacation period a minor shall be permitted to be 
employed until 1 a.m. 

 (2) When school is not in session: 
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  (i) The minor may not be employed for more than ten hours in a single day. 
(ii) The minor may not be employed for more than 48 hours in a single week 
provided that any hours worked more than 44 in a single week shall be 
voluntarily agreed to by the minor and further provided that the minor may 
reject any request for employment in excess of 44 hours in a single week 
without retaliation. 
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 

The Workers’ Compensation Law is a no-fault insurance plan, which is supervised by the state, 
and one hundred percent (100%) paid for by the Partnership. This law was designed to 
provide you with benefits for any injury, which you may suffer in connection with your 
employment. Under the provisions of the law, if you are injured while at work, you are eligible 
to apply for Workers' Compensation. 

If you are injured while working, you must report it immediately to your General Manager, or 
Director of Operations regardless of how minor the injury may be.  All claims will be 
investigated. 

Workers’ compensation benefits (paid or unpaid) will run concurrently with FMLA leave, if 
applicable, where permitted by state and federal law. 

ACCOMMODATIONS TO HANDBOOK POLICIES 

If you believe you need an accommodation to any of these policies based on your disability, 
religion, gender identity, or any other protected class, please contact the restaurant Owner or 
Human Resource professional at (570) 586-2255 

EMPLOYEE RIGHTS UNDER THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT 

Nothing in this Handbook is intended to restrict or otherwise prevent employees from 
engaging in the rights afforded to them under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act, 
including the discussion of wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment.  
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Handbook Acknowledgement 

The Employee Handbook contains important information about the Partnership.  By singing 
this acknowledgement, I acknowledge that I received a copy of, have read, and understand 
the policies contained in this Handbook. I also understand that I should consult a manager 
about any questions I have about the Handbook. 

I have entered into my employment relationship with the Partnership voluntarily and 
understand that there is no specified length of employment. I understand and agree that I 
am an “at-will” employee.  Accordingly, either the Partnership or I may terminate my 
employment relationship at any time, with or without cause, and with or without advance notice. 
I understand and agree that only the Partnership’s Owners may make any agreement 
contrary to the Partnership’s stated employment-at-will policy. 

I acknowledge that revisions to the Employee Handbook may occur and that the Partnership 
generally will communicate all such changes through official notices, and I understand that 
revised information may supersede, modify, or eliminate existing policies in the Handbook. 
Only the Partnership’s Owners may make revisions to the policies in this Employee Handbook. 

Furthermore, I understand that this Employee Handbook is neither a contract of 
employment nor a legally binding agreement. I have read the Employee Handbook, and I 
understand that I may ask a manager any questions I have about the Employee Handbook. I 
also understand that it is my responsibility to comply with the policies contained in this 
Employee Handbook and any revisions made to it. I further agree that if I remain with the 
Partnership following any modifications to the Employee Handbook, I thereby accept and 
agree to such changes. 

I have received, read, and understand the Employee Handbook. Additionally, I will sign 
two copies of this Acknowledgment of Receipt, retain one copy for myself, and return one 
copy to a manager. I understand that this form will be retained in my personnel file. 

Signature of Employee                                                                                      Date 

Employee Name 
 Printed 
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COVID-19 VACCINE & VACCINE RECOVERY PAID SICK LEAVE POLICY 
Effective Date: January 10, 2022  

  
In response to COVID-19, Mueller Family McDonald’s has taken a variety of steps intended to 
reduce the spread of coronavirus and maintain a safe and healthy workplace, which is our top 
priority. We are pleased to announce the following COVID-19 Vaccine & Vaccine Recovery 
Paid Sick Leave Policy. All employees are eligible. This Policy is intended to comply with the 
Emergency Temporary Standard announced by the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (the “OSHA ETS”), and all applicable state, federal, and/or local laws. If there is 
a conflict between this Policy and any applicable law, our company will always follow the 
requirements of the law. There are two types of Paid Sick Leave in this Policy:  
  
(1) Paid Sick Leave for Employee COVID-19 Vaccination (“Vaccination PSL”) 
  
Unvaccinated employees are now eligible to receive up to four (4) hours of Paid Sick Leave 
to get their COVID-19 vaccine injection, which includes travel time to the vaccination site. If 
you receive a vaccine that requires two doses (currently, the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines), 
then you will be paid up to four (4) hours for each dose for a total of up to eight (8) hours. To 
receive Vaccination PSL for any second dose, you must receive the second dose within the 
timeframe established by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevision (the “CDC”). 
  
To receive your Vaccination PSL, you must complete and return “Vaccine & Vaccine Recovery 
PSL Request Form,” which can be obtained from your store manager and upload one of the 
following documents to the Small Software Portal: 
  

·       COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card, 
·       Record of immunization from a health care provider or pharmacy, 
·       A portion of your medical records that documents the vaccination,  
·       Immunization records from a public health, state, or tribal immunization information 

system, or any other official documentation that contains the type of vaccine, date 
of administration, and health care provider.  

  
Vaccination PSL will not be paid until you submit appropriate documentation. If you are 
unable to produce any of these documents, please contact the owner/operator to discuss 
alternate methods of verification. In addition, in order for the company to know how much 
Vaccination PSL you are owed, you will need to complete and return the “Vaccine & Vaccine 
Recovery PSL Request Form,” which can be obtained from your store manager or the 
employee handbook. 
  
(2) Paid Sick Leave for COVID-19 Vaccination Recovery (“Recovery PSL”)  
  
In the event that you are unable to work due to side effects from a COVID-19 vaccine 
injection, you may be eligible for additional Paid Sick Leave to recover. This special-use 
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“Recovery PSL” is limited to paid sick leave to cover up to two scheduled shifts within seven 
days of a vaccination dose. The total amount of Recovery PSL that an employee can receive 
with a two-dose vaccine regimen is reimbursement for four scheduled shifts. Employees will 
not receive Recovery PSL unless they (1) first show proof of vaccination (see above), (2) follow 
our normal call-out procedures, and (3) complete and return “Vaccine & Vaccine Recovery 
PSL Request Form,” which can be obtained from your store manager or the employee 
handbook.  
  
PLEASE NOTE: If you have other Paid Sick Time available (either under our policies or as a 
result of a state or local requirement), this existing “traditional” Paid Sick Leave will be used 
first for any Recovery PSL request. For example, if you have 40 hours of traditional Paid Time 
Off available, and you need time off to recover during two scheduled 8-hour shifts, we will 
deduct sixteen hours from your traditional Paid Time Off bank. If you have 8 hours of 
traditional Paid Time Off available, we will deduct those 8 hours from your traditional Paid 
Time Off bank and will compensate you an additional 8 hours under this Policy. 
  
Other General Rules 
 Paid Sick Leave under this policy is paid at the employee’s regular rate of pay, (unless time is 
simply deducted from an employee’s existing Paid Time Off bank, in which case it will be paid 
pursuant to the company’s traditional Paid Time Off policy).   
  
Exempt employees (that is, those paid a salary) will not receive any additional compensation 
beyond their salary to get the COVID-19 vaccine or to recover from the vaccine. However, 
exempt employees will be excused from work for either reason and their salary will not be 
reduced for leave under this Policy.  
  
“Booster” shots are not covered by this policy and will not result in paid sick leave under this 
policy.  
  
Vaccinations or side effects occurring prior to the effective date of this policy will not result in 
Paid Sick Leave under this Policy. This Policy will expire when the OSHA ETS expires (or 
otherwise becomes ineffective). Vaccinations or side effects occurring after this date, or after 
your employment ends, will not result in paid sick leave under this Policy.  
  
Paid Sick Leave under this policy is not hours worked and does not count toward overtime 
hours or compensation. Any unused paid sick leave under this Policy will NOT be paid at 
separation of employment.  
  
Employees will not be discriminated or retaliated against for requesting or taking leave under 
this Policy.  
  
Nothing in this policy alters the “at will” employment relationship.  
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Acknowledgement 
By signing below, you acknowledge and agree that: (1) you will consult with an appropriate 
medical professional prior to receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, (2) the Company is not liable 
or otherwise responsible for any adverse medical consequences resulting from receiving the 
vaccine, and (3) you are receiving the vaccine at your own risk.  

  

_______________________________  
Signature 
  
_______________________________ 
Print name 
  
_______________________________ 
Date
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In response to the OSHA’s Emergency Temporary Standard (“ETS”) issued on November 5, 
2021 and in furtherance of our efforts to keep our employees and customers safe, Mueller 
Family McDonald’s will now require that all employees be fully vaccinated against 
COVID-19 by February 9, 2022, OR be subject to regular weekly testing for COVID-19 
AND wear a face covering in lieu of vaccination. Employees who do not comply with 
this policy will not be scheduled or permitted to work and may be subject to 
disciplinary action.[1]  
  
Procedures 
On or before January 10, 2022, all employees are required to report their vaccination status 
by uploading their documentation to the Small Software Portal.  

If you are fully vaccinated, you must provide General Manager or Area Supervisor or owner/ 
operator with one of the following documents by uploading it to the Small Software Portal:     

1.     A copy of your COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card;  
2.     A healthcare provider, pharmacy, public health department, or tribal entity’s record 

of your vaccination;  
3.     A copy of medical records documenting your vaccination; or 
4.     A copy of any other official documentation that contains the type of vaccine 

administered, date(s) of administration, and the name of the healthcare 
professional(s) or clinic site(s) administering the vaccine(s).  

If you are unable to provide any of these records, you will be required to make good-faith 
attempts to contact the vaccine administrator or healthcare provider to get another copy. If 
that still fails, you may be permitted to sign an attestation form to explain why the 
documentation is not available, which will include the following language: “I declare (or 
certify, verify, or state) that this statement about my vaccination status is true and accurate. I 
understand that knowingly providing false information regarding my vaccination status on 
this form may subject me to criminal penalties.”    

Our management team will photocopy or take a photo of your documentation and record 
your vaccination status in a confidential log. Your vaccination status and documentation will 
remain confidential and only accessible by managers on a “need to know” basis.  

If are not fully vaccinated, or if you fail to provide acceptable documentation as described 
above, you will be subject to the face covering requirement (effective January 10, 2022) AND 
weekly COVID-19 testing (effective February 9, 2022), which are outlined below.  

Mueller Family McDonald’s COVID-19 Vaccination or Testing & Face 
Covering Policy
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Face Masks Required for Unvaccinated Employees 

Effective January 10, 2022, if you have not provided the company with documentation 
verifying that you are fully vaccinated, you will be required to wear a face mask that covers 
your nose and your mouth at all times. Any vaccinated employee who elects to wear a face 
mask may do so as well. All employees will be required to wear masks if mandated by 
either the company or by local, state or federal law. The company will provide masks free 
of charge to any employee who is required or elects to wear a mask while working. 

COVID-19 Testing Requirements for Unvaccinated Employees  

In addition to wearing face masks as described above, beginning on February 9, 2022, for 
any employee who is not fully vaccinated, the following rules will apply:  

Weekly Testing:  

Employees who report to the workplace at least once every seven days:  

(A) must be tested for COVID-19 at least once every seven days; and 

(B) must provide documentation of the most recent COVID-19 test result to their 
store manager or supervisor no later than the seventh day following the date on 
which the employee last provided a test result. 

Any employee who has not reported to the workplace for seven or more days:  

(A) must be tested for COVID-19 within seven days prior to returning to the 
workplace; and 

(B) must provide documentation of that test result to their store manager or 
supervisor upon return to the workplace. 

A failure to provide documentation of a negative test result, will result in removal from the 
workplace until a test result is submitted or the appropriate return-to-work protocols are 
completed.  

You will be compensated for all the time it takes to be tested. Our company will cover the 
costs associated with testing.  Testing will take place at the restaurant at a designated time to 
be determined. 

Employees who have tested positive or have been diagnosed with COVID-19 are not 
required to undergo COVID-19 testing for 90 days following the date of their positive test or 
diagnosis. 
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Requests for Reasonable Accommodations  
If you are unable to comply with requirements of this policy for a medical, religious, or other 
legally-protected reason, you may request a reasonable accommodation. This is true for any 
of our policies. Requests for reasonable accommodations must be initiated by submitting a 
request to the Owner/Operator. Upon receiving a request, our company will engage in an 
interactive process to identify a reasonable accommodation that does not create an undue 
hardship. You may be required to submit additional documentation as part of the interactive 
process. All requests will be handled on an individual basis and in accordance with all 
applicable laws and regulations including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  

Paid Sick Leave for Vaccine and Vaccine Recovery  
In an effort to help employees who choose to get vaccinated, we are pleased to announce a 
Paid Sick Leave Program to (1) get the COVID-19 vaccine, and (2) recover from any side 
effects. Please see our COVID-19 Vaccine & Vaccine Recovery Paid Sick Leave Policy for more 
information. 
  
Positive COVID-19 Cases and Removal from the Workplace 
If you test positive or are diagnosed with COVID-19, you must:  

·       Immediately notify your General Manager or Area Supervisor or owner/operator 
and leave the workplace (if you are working at the time); 

·       Self-quarantine or isolate based on the recommended CDC guidance; 
·       You will not be permitted to return to work, until you meet one of the following 

criteria: 
a.     If you test positive on a COVID-19 antigen test and then test negative on a 

COVID-19 NAAT Test ; or  
b.     Receive authorization to return to work from a licensed healthcare 

provider; or 
c.      If you are asymptomatic and 10 days have passed since the positive test; 

or 
d.     If you are symptomatic AND 

                                               i.     At least 10 days have passed since symptoms first appeared, 
and 

                                              ii.     At least 24 hours have passed with no fever without fever-
reducing medication, and 

                                             iii.     Other symptoms of COVID-19 are improving (loss of taste and 
smell may persist for weeks or months and need not delay the 
end of isolation).                      

These return-to-work protocols may change, depending on current guidance from the CDC 
and other public health authorities.  
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Note that employees who test positive for or are diagnosed with COVID-19 may be eligible 
for leave under our policies or as required by federal, state, or local law, including leave 
under the Family and Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”). Please consult our Employee Handbook or 
contact the owner/operator for more information.   

Record Requests 

Employees may request their own vaccination and testing records as well as the aggregate 
number of fully vaccinated employees at the workplace along with the total number of 
employees at the workplace. All such requests must be in writing and sent to the owner/
operator. 

Confidentiality and Privacy 
All medical information collected from individuals, including vaccination information, test 
results, and any other information obtained as a result of testing, will be treated in 
accordance with applicable laws and policies on confidentiality and privacy. 
  
Failure to Comply 
All employees are required to follow this policy and provide truthful and accurate information 
about their COVID-19 vaccination states, and, if applicable their testing results. Any failure to 
abide by this policy will result in serious disciplinary action, up to and including termination.  
  
  
Questions: 
Please direct any questions regarding this policy to your Area Supervisor or Owner/Operator. 

Acknowledgement 
By signing below, you acknowledge and agree that you have received a copy of this Policy 
and you will become familiar with the policy and abide by its terms. Nothing in this policy 
alters the “at will” nature of your employment.  
  

_______________________________  

Signature 

_______________________________ 

Print name 

_______________________________ 

Date
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Parental/Guardian Acknowledgement for Employees Under 18 
By signing below, I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this Policy and that I 
understand its requirements. I understand that if my child does not become fully vaccinated 
as defined in the policy by February 9, 2022, my child will be required to undergo weekly 
testing for COVID. If my child is not fully vaccinated by February 9, 2022 and fails to produce 
negative COVID test results on a weekly basis, my child will be removed from the store 
schedule and not permitted to work and may be subject to disciplinary action. Nothing in this 
policy alters the “at will” nature of your employment.  
  

_______________________________  

Signature of Parent or Guardian 

_______________________________ 

Print name 

_______________________________ 

Date 
  

[1] “Fully vaccinated” means at least two weeks have passed after completing a primary 
vaccination—that is, two weeks after receiving the Johnson & Johnson vaccine or two weeks 
after receiving the second dose of the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines. 
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PARENTAL CONSENT FORM FOR MINORS UNDERGOING COVID-19 TESTING 

As the parent or guardian of the minor Employee named below, I consent to the 
minor Employee self-administering COVID-19 nasal tests in Mueller Family McDonald’s 
restaurants. I understand that Mueller Family McDonald’s management staff will proctor (i.e. 
observe) the minor Employee’s self-administration of the test and will document the results of 
the self-administered test.  

I further authorize that the minor Employee’s test results and other required 
information be disclosed to public health entities as required by law.  

  

_______________________________    _______________________________   

Signature of Employee            Print Name of Employee 

  

_______________________________   _______________________________ 

Employee’s Date of Birth    Date 

  

_______________________________  

Signature of Parent or Guardian 

  

_______________________________ 

Print Name of Parent or Guardian  

  

_______________________________ 

Date 
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Request for Accommodation: Religious Exemption from Vaccination 
  

  

Name (print): Restaurant #:

Phone Number: Store Manager:

Email: Date:

Describe the religious belief or practice that necessitates this request for accommodation:

Requested accommodation:

Describe any alternate accommodations that might address your needs:

Length of time the accommodation is needed:

My religious beliefs and practices, which result in this request for a religious 
accommodation, are sincerely held.  I understand that the accommodation requested 
above may not be granted but that the company will attempt to provide a reasonable 
accommodation that does not create an undue hardship on the company.   I understand 
that Mueller Family McDonald’s may need to obtain supporting documentation regarding 
my religious practice and beliefs to further evaluate my request for a religious 
accommodation.   
  
I verify that the information I am submitting to substantiate my request for religious 
accommodation is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.  I understand that any 
falsified information can lead to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.    
  
I further understand that Mueller Family McDonald’s is not required to provide this 
exemption accommodation if doing so would pose a direct threat to myself or others in 
the workplace or would create an undue hardship for Mueller Family McDonald’s. 
  
I understand that if I am exempted from getting the COVID-19 vaccine, I will be 
required to follow any and all protocols in place for unvaccinated staff at all times. 
  
Employee Signature: _______________________________________ Date: 
_____________________

Form may be returned to your restaurant manager or supervisor to submit to Mueller 
Family McDonald’s Office, located at 104 S. State Street, Clarks Summit, PA 18411.
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Request for Accommodation: Medical Exemption from Vaccination 
  
To request an exemption from vaccination, please complete section 1 below and have 
your medical provider complete section 2 before returning this form to your restaurant 
manager or supervisor. 
  
Section 1:  

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Section 2: 
  
Medical Certification for Vaccination Exemption – Please complete this form to assist 
Mueller Family McDonald’s in the reasonable accommodation process.  
  

Name (print): Restaurant #:

Phone Number: Store Manager:

Email: Date:

I am requesting a medical exemption from the following vaccination(s):

I verify that the information I am submitting to substantiate my request for exemption from 
Mueller Family McDonald’s vaccination policy is true and accurate to the best of my 
knowledge.   I understand that any falsified information can lead to disciplinary action, up 
to and including termination.  
  
I further understand that Mueller Family McDonald’s is not required to provide this 
exemption accommodation if doing so would pose a direct threat to myself or others in 
the workplace or would create an undue hardship for Mueller Family McDonald’s.  
  
I understand that if I am exempted from getting the COVID-19 vaccine, I will be 
required to follow any and all protocols in place for unvaccinated staff at all times. 
  
  
  
  
Employee Signature: _______________________________________ Date: 
_____________________
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Dear Medical Provider, 
  
Mueller Family McDonald’s requires vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of 
employment.  The individual named above is seeking an exemption to this policy due to 
medical contraindications.  
  
If vaccination is contraindicated, which COVID-19 vaccination is contraindicated and 
why: 
  

   Pfizer Vaccine: ___________________________________________________________ 
  

        Moderna Vaccine: ________________________________________________________ 
  

        Johnson & Johnson Vaccine: ________________________________________________ 
  
If there is another medical or health-related condition that prevents the individual from 

receiving a COVID-19 vaccination, please complete the following section: 
  
  

  
I certify the above information to be true and accurate, and request exemption from the 

COVID-19 vaccination for the above-named individual. 
  

  

The above named individual should not receive the COVID-19 vaccine due to:

This exemption should be: 
  

     Temporary, expiring on __/__/__, or when 
____________________________________________ 

     Permanent

Medical Provider Name (print): Provider Telephone Number:

Practice Name: Practice Address:

Medical Provider Signature: Date:
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Employee Name: ___________________________________________ Employee Number: 
_________ 

  
Employee Job Title: ______________________________Employee Store Number: 
_______________ 
  
  
I wish to request the following dates and times off work and designate them as paid leave:  
  
DATE(S)_____________; TIME(S)____________. My request is for the following purpose(s): 

Paid Sick Leave for COVID-19 Vaccination (“Vaccination PSL”) 

 
 First or Only Vaccination: 

I received my first vaccine injection (for Pfizer and Moderna vaccines) or my only vaccine 
injection (for Johnson & Johnson) on the above date and it took me   ________ hours and 
______ minutes, including travel time, to get this vaccination. Note that the company will 
only pay up to four hours per vaccination. 
  

 
 Second Vaccination: 

I received my second vaccine injection (for Pfizer and Moderna vaccines only) on the 
above date and it took me   ________ hours and ______ minutes, including travel time, to 
get this vaccination. Note that to receive Vaccination PSL for any second dose, you must 
receive the second dose within the timeframe established by the CDC. The company will 
only pay up to four hours per vaccination.  
  

Paid Sick Leave for COVID-19 Vaccination Recovery (“Recovery PSL”) 

 
On _______________[INSERT DATE OF VACCINATION], I received my (circle one): 
  

·       Johnson & Johnson vaccination, or 
·       First Pfizer/Moderna vaccination, or 
·       Second Pfizer/Moderna vaccination 
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I am recovering from side effects caused by the vaccine. As a result, I am certifying that I am 
unable to work my shift(s) on the above date/time. Note that Recovery PSL is limited to two 
scheduled shifts within seven days of receiving a vaccine injection. Also note that if you have 
accrued traditional paid time off under our policies, that time will be exhausted first for any 
Recovery PSL request.  
  
Other Time Off 

 
I need a leave of absence for another reason. 

(explain)________________________________________  

Employee Signature: _________________________________________Date:_______________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Office Use Only: 
RECEIVED BY: ________________________________________________ DATE: ______________ 
REQUEST FOR TIME OFF GRANTED? __ Y __ N 
If No, state reason:  
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Lackawanna College Partnership Student/Employee Agreement 

            
By signing this acknowledgement, I am affirming that I have read the Mueller Family 

McDonald’s Educational Assistance Plan (the “Plan”) including its eligibility requirements and 
limitations.  
  

I understand that the Plan exclusively covers tuition and that I will be responsible for 
any non-tuition related costs.   

  
I understand that the Associate’s degree program in Nursing, the Police Academy 

and other any course or other education involving sports, games or hobbies are not eligible 
for the benefits provided under the Plan. 

  
I understand that to attend the Allied Pre-Health Programs, I must meet all 

applicable entrance requirements for such programs.   
  
I understand that the Plan covers tuition costs for the fall and spring academic 

semesters only and will not pay tuition costs for winter and summer sessions.   
  
I understand that my tuition expense will not be covered if I fail to meet any of the 

requirements of the Plan and that I will be personally responsible for all expenses related to 
my attendance at Lackawanna College.  
  

I understand that the Plan is a benefit and as with all benefits, it is subject to 
amendment or termination at any time.   
  
Acknowledged by:  
  

Name (printed): ___________________________________        Date: ______________________ 

  

Signature: ________________________________________ 
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Steps for completing Archways to Opportunity Educational Assistance  
  
  

You will need: 
·      Social Security Number 
·      Your restaurant address, position, and start date 
·      Your course term  
·      Your school and course information (number of courses, start, and end dates) 
·      A copy of an itemized tuition bill that includes your name, the school’s name, 

matching term or start and end dates, tuition, fees, and financial aid 
  
Once you have this information: 

·      Go to the ISTS website at http://mcdta.applyISTS.net/MCDTA 
·      Create an account (or log into an existing one) 
·      Enter your restaurant address, position, and start date 
·      Select your course term 
·      Click on “Create Application” 
·      Complete the full request form with your information and itemized tuition bill and 

click Submit 
  
  

Next steps: 
  

·      ISTS will review your request and ensure that all information matches the itemized 
tuition bill attached 

·      If your request is denied due to missing information or needs to be corrected, you 
will receive an email with details.  You should also monitor your application status by 
logging into your ISTS account. 

·      ISTS will reach out to our office for approval after ISTS verifies your application.  This 
can take up to 7 days for our office to receive and an additional 3-5 business days to 
approve. 

·      If you have not received notification that your application has been accepted within 
two weeks of ISTS approval, please call our office at (570)586-2255 (ext. 7) 
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·      If your application is approved, you will receive a check made out to your school 
within two weeks. 

Textbook Reimbursement 
Employees are eligible for textbook reimbursement after one year of employment.  
Employees should purchase textbooks and then retain a copy of the receipt.  A copy of the 
receipt should be submitted to the employee’s General Manager, who will send the receipt to 
our office for reimbursement.   Receipts must have the employee’s name written on them and 
include the date of purchase.  Employees have 30 days to submit a receipt from the time of 
purchase for reimbursement.  Reimbursement will be paid as a separate check on or near the 
restaurant’s next payroll date. 

  

Reimbursement schedule is as follows: 

After one year of employment, employee is eligible for 25% reimbursement. 

After two years of employment, employee is eligible for 50% reimbursement. 

After three years of employment, employee is eligible for 75% reimbursement.   

After four years of employment, employee is eligible for 100% reimbursement. 

  

  

If you have any questions about textbook reimbursement or Archways to 

Opportunity, we encourage you to contact your restaurant manager, supervisor, Taylor at 

taylor@muellermcd.com or our office at (570)586-2255. 

  

If you have any questions about submitting FAFSA, we encourage you to speak to 

someone from Lackawanna College’s Financial Aid department.  
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MUELLER FAMILY MCDONALD’S EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PLAN 
  

1.              Establishment and Purpose of the Educational Assistance Plan.   
  
A.            Effective January 1, 2022, the Albert & Carol Limited Partnership and its 

affiliated entities (collectively, “Employer”) hereby establish the Mueller Family McDonald’s 
Educational Assistance Plan (the “Plan”) as set forth herein for the exclusive benefit of 
Employer’s employees (an “Employee” and collectively, the “Employees”).  

  
B.             The purpose of this Plan is to furnish educational assistance to the 

Employees of the Employer by making direct tuition payments to Lackawanna College.  It is 
the intention of Employer that the Plan qualify as a plan providing qualified educational 
assistance under Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended (the “Code”), and 
that the educational assistance under the Plan be eligible for exclusion from Employees’ 
income under Code Section 127(a).  

  
2.              Eligibility.  To be eligible for tuition payments to be made by Employer on behalf of 
an Employee, an Employee must satisfy the following eligibility requirements:  
  

A.            Employee must apply to and be accepted to attend Lackawanna College in 
any degree program offered by Lackawanna College (other than an Associate Degree in 
Nursing, a Certificate in Police Academy – Act 120 or other program prohibited by Code 
Section 127[1]);  

  
B.             Employee must be employed by Employer for a minimum period of ninety 

(90) days prior to the start of a semester of study;  
  
C.             Employee must maintain employment with Employer for a period of ninety 

(90) days following the semester for which tuition assistance payments are made by 
Employer;  

  
D.            Employee must maintain a minimum of sixteen (16) hours per week 

working for Employer;  
  
E.             Employee must apply for and fulfill all obligations for financial aid under 

the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FASFA);  
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F.             Employee must apply for and fulfill all obligations to receive benefits 
Archways to Opportunity tuition assistance program.  Information regarding the Archways to 
Opportunity tuition program is available upon request;  

  
G.            Employee must maintain a grade point average (“GPA”) of 2.5 or higher; 

and 
  
H.            Employee must maintain in a minimum of six (6) credits per semester; 
  

3.              Benefits.  If an Employee satisfies the Requirements of Section 3 above, Employer 
will offer the following benefits: 
  

A.            Employer will pay for 100% of participant’s tuition directly to Lackawanna 
College up to the maximum of $5,250 per person per year.  Tuition costs do not include the 
cost of books, room & board, fees or any other costs imposed by Lackawanna College in 
excess of the per-credit-hour costs.[2]   

  
B.             Employer will pay all tuition costs directly to Lackawanna College.  

Students will be invoiced separately by Lackawanna College for non-tuition costs.  
  
C.             If an Employee ceases to participate in the Plan for any reason or does not 

maintain eligibility requirements, no benefits under the Plan will be paid on behalf of the 
Employee and the Employee will be responsible for all costs and fees due to Lackawanna 
College.  

  
4.              Limitation on Benefits.   
  

A.            Any Employee receiving any form of financial assistance or a scholarship 
will be entitled to the tuition benefit under this Plan to the extent that the tuition exceeds the 
costs of such financial assistance and/or scholarships. 

  
B.             Participants will only be entitled to receive the benefit described herein 

during the fall and spring semesters.  Courses taken during summer or winter sessions are 
not eligible for tuition assistance under the Plan.  

  
C.             The benefits offered under this Plan are not in lieu of and cannot be 

exchanged for financial compensation from Employer.  
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D.            Not more than five percent (5%) of the benefits paid or incurred each year 
under the Plan shall be attributable to the owners of Employer in accordance with Code 
Section 127(b). 

  
E.             At any time and from time to time, Employer may amend, modify, suspend 

or terminate the Plan and the benefits offered under the Plan.  
  

5.              Funding.  Employer shall dedicate the amount required to pay for the tuition benefit 
each year out of the general assets of Employer at the time such benefits are due and 
payable under the Plan.  There shall be no separate, segregated fund out of which tuition 
payments shall be paid, nor shall any Employee participating in the Plan be required to make 
a contribution as a condition of receiving any benefit under the Plan.  
  
6.              Plan Administrator.   
  

A.            Employer shall designate a Plan Administrator.  The Plan Administrator 
shall have the exclusive and binding authority to control and manage the operation of the 
Plan, including the authority to make and enforce rules and regulations for the efficient 
administration of the Plan; to interpret the Plan; and to decide all questions concerning the 
Plan and the eligibility of any person to participate in the Plan.  

  
B.             The Plan Administrator shall give reasonable notice of the availability of 

and terms of the Plan to eligible Employees.  
  
C.             The Plan Administrator shall keep accurate records of all benefits paid 

under the Plan and shall confirm that no benefit was paid on behalf of an Employee in lieu of 
compensation.  

  
7.              Miscellaneous. 
  

A.            The Plan shall not be deemed to constitute a contract between Employer 
and any Employee or to be a consideration or inducement for the employment of any 
Employee or Employee.  Nothing contained in this Plan shall be deemed to give any 
Employee the right to be retained in the service of Employer or to interfere with the right of 
the Employer to discharge any Participant or employee at any time regardless of the effect 
which such discharge shall have upon him or her as a Participant in the Plan.  
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B.             This Plan shall be construed and enforced according to the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  
  

[1] Code Section 127 provides that educational assistance does not include payment for, or 
the provision of any benefits with respect to any course or other education involving sports, 
games or hobbies. IRC § 127(c)(1).  
[2] Employee may be eligible for additional financial assistance for the cost of books through 
Employer’s textbook reimbursement program.  Information regarding Employer’s textbook 
reimbursement program is available upon request. 
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revisions: 
Made by: Added: Date:

K. johnson COVID 19 amendments 12/29/21

K. johnson Lack.partnership agreemnt 1/6/22

K. Johnson Workplace violence prevention 
policy update

1/6/22

K. Johnson Lack. Partnership 
Agreement.rev; added 
Educational Assistance Program

2/21/22

K. Johnson Added religious accommodation 10/13/22

K. Johnson Added loyalty fraud policy (page 
36)

11/12/22
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